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Druglink
A troubling brew
In this, the first issue after the holiday festivities, we focus on that most
problematic of drugs, alcohol. Both because of the nature of the drug itself and
its widespread use and acceptability, alcohol causes serious health and public
disorder problems – stretching NHS and policing budgets – and is a major
component in road accidents and domestic violence.
Politically, it’s a cocktail of policy conflicts. Despite all the obvious
societal deficits, many thousands depend on its consumption for their
livelihoods. It has driven the regeneration of inner city areas and the nighttime economy and filled the public purse with tax revenues. Powerful business
interests (often also political donors) have managed to stymie successive
government action to the point where bottles and cans still fail to carry the
mildest of health warnings. Nor does there seem to be much political stomach
for taking effective action against retail outlets selling alcohol at giveaway
prices. Presumably the victim of cost-cutting, even the seasonal drink-driving
TV ads disappeared off our screens. Combined with legislation, these simple
yet hard-hitting messages did play their role in making ‘one for the road’ far
more unacceptable.
This government has pledged to align drug and alcohol policies more
closely. But it was difficult to see, either from the drug strategy or the public
health white paper, exactly what that would mean in practice. What it should
mean at the very least is that alcohol treatment should cease to be the poor
cousin of drug treatment when it comes to service provision. It is doubtful
that many people with serious alcohol problems are committing crimes
to fund their drinking. But if there is to be a new emphasis on the public
health of the nation, then that should no longer be a key driver behind the
provision of addiction services.

Harry Shapiro,
DrugScope’s Director
of Communications
and Information
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NEWS
n Brandy and smoke
Smuggled brandy has been
blamed for causing a New Years
Eve prison riot which ended with
several buildings burned to the
ground. The riot at HMP Ford near
Arundel is thought to have started
after drunk inmates refused to be
breathalysed for alcohol and were
chased around the jail in scenes
described by Mark Freeman of
the Prison Officers Association as
“reminiscent of the end scene from
Benny Hill”. Prison bosses ordered
the clampdown after dozens of
empty brandy bottles were found
in the jail.

n Cash for ket
Cambridge University students
are being paid £250 to take part
in a mental health study which
involves being injected with the
hallucinogenic anaesthetic drug
ketamine. The research, carried out
by the Department of Psychiatry
among 15 students, is designed
to investigate sensual illusions
experienced by both people who
suffer from schizophrenia and by
users of the drug.

n Meph murder
A medical student was murdered
after straying into the world of
mephedrone dealing, Liverpool
Crown Court has heard. Muneeb
Naseer, 21, began selling the drug
before it was made illegal in April
last year and continued afterwards.
But it is alleged that three men
who came to Naseer’s Liverpool flat
to buy four ounces of the cocainelike powder knifed him to death in
July last year.

n Please Release me
The UK’s best known independent
drug law advice service is on
the brink of closure. The Release
helpline has provided free legal
expertise and expert drugs advice
to the public and professionals
working in the field for the last six
years. But a lack of funding means
the service is within weeks of being
shut down. To donate call
020 7324 2989.
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Charity to re-ignite
contraception debate by offering
long term jabs and implants
A drug charity wants to become the first
in Britain to offer drug using women long
term contraception to stop them getting
pregnant.
Kaleidoscope, based in Newport, is
planning to stock up on contraceptive
injections and implants as part of a pilot
scheme aiming to reduce pregnancy
among women whose lives are made
chaotic because of drug addiction.
Although the scheme is in its initial
planning stages, the procedure of inserting
the implants and giving injections, which
prevent pregnancy for up to six months,
is likely to be carried out by nurses and
doctors employed by Kaleidoscope,
assisted by external mid wives and family
planning specialists.
The charity, which drew criticism last
year from within the drugs sector after
he said the sterilisation of drug users was
“worth considering”, also plans to offer
£50 incentive vouchers to some women in
order to engage them in “intensive” family
planning counselling. Not all women
who want long terms contraception will
be required to engage in the counselling,
while the sessions may result in women
being advised to take up implants or
injections.

Kaleidoscope chief executive Martin
Blakebrough is hoping the pilot project will
kick start a debate in the drug field which
he says has been ignored, for fear of the
ethical issues involved, for too long.
“I don’t believe contraception policies
are working in drug services, the issue is
not being addressed,” told Druglink. “We
need to look at new ways of attracting
the most hard to reach people into
contraception programmes that reduce
pregnancy. “I don’t want to stop people
from having children, I want to prevent
children from entering into the social care
system,” added Blakebrough.
A snapshot survey carried out by
Kaleidoscope of 41 of its female service
users found three quarters of children
were being looked after by someone other
than the parents. The survey found 33
of the 41 women had given birth to 79
children. Of these, eight had already grown
up, eight were being looked after by their
mother and three by their father. But 59
of the children were not being looked
after by either parents – with 28 cared for
by another relative – most commonly a
grandparent – 24 adopted, seven in foster
care. The survey also found that 24 of the
41 women were using no contraception.

Former drugs minister calls on
government to rethink drug laws
Former Home Office drugs minister
Bob Ainsworth MP called for the
decriminalisation of all drugs at a
Westminster Hall debate in December.
The Coventry North East MP said a
system of strict legal regulation, with
different drugs either prescribed by doctors
or sold under licence, was the way forward.
“This has been going on for 50 years
now and it isn’t getting better. The drugs
trade is as big, as powerful as it ever was
across the world,” he said. “Prohibition isn’t
the answer to this problem.”
Mr Ainsworth insisted he was “not a
libertarian” and that people should not
be encouraged to use substances. “I’m
not proposing the liberalisation and the

legalisation of heroin so we can all get
zonked out on the street corner,” he said.
“We must take the trade away from
organised criminals and hand it to the
control of doctors and pharmacists.”
Asked where people might buy cocaine on
a Saturday night, he replied: “Maybe at a
chemist”.
At the debate, current drugs
minister James Brokenshire dismissed
decriminalisation as a policy. Labour MP
Diana Johnson raised a number of key
points around funding for the new drug
strategy and questioned the removal of
the statutory requirement for scientific
representation on the ACMD.

NEWS

House burglary: not the
crime of choice for Class A
drug-using offenders
House burglary – often an offence
closely associated with those
looking for funds to buy drugs – is
rarely carried out by heroin and
crack users, the latest government
figures reveal.
A year-long study of 20,000
adult offenders who had tested
positive for Class A drugs found
they were convicted of a total of
44,000 offences between 2009 and
2010. But only three per cent –
600 people – were convicted of a
domestic burglary.
Theft, chiefly in the form of
shoplifting, was the by far most
common crime committed by
Class A drug users in contact with
the criminal justice system. Nearly
half of offenders – 43 per cent –were found
guilty of theft. More than nine in ten of theft
offences were for shoplifting.
Offending rates were higher for women
than men, for those aged between 25-29
than other age groups and for white people
compared to other ethnic backgrounds. Over
three quarters of the offenders were white,
ten per cent were black and six per cent were
Asian or Middle Eastern. Less than a fifth of
offenders were female and two thirds were
aged under-35
The small group of offenders who
committed more than five offences

Former drugs minister
Bob Ainsworth on 10 years
of drug decriminalisation
in Portugal.

He didn’t know what
he was talking about
when I met him with my
constituents during my
heroin inquiry and he
doesn’t know what he’s
talking about now
accounted for the majority of all crimes.
Almost one in five (17 per cent) were
responsible for committing two thirds of the
44,000 crimes. Other offences committed
included absconding and bail offences (ten
per cent), drugs (eight per cent), violence
(seven per cent), public order and motoring
(both five per cent) and non-domestic
burglary and criminal damage (both three
per cent).

The report, carried out among drug
offenders in England and Wales, can be
found here: rds.homeoffice.gov.uk/rds/
pdfs10/misc0410.pdf

Stigma limits methadone chemists
The number of pharmacies offering
methadone dispensing services is being
limited because of stigmatised attitudes
towards drug users.
A survey of 207 independent pharmacy
managers across England found those
that did not provide methadone had a
significantly more stigmatised view of drug
users than those that did.
The study, Stigmatised attitudes in
independent pharmacies associated with
discrimination towards individuals with opioid
dependence, found two thirds of pharmacies
dispended methadone.

People do not go to
Portugal to get zonked,
there is not a huge
problem. People go to
Portugal to play golf
and to enjoy the sun.
Portugal is still there.
The sky has not fallen
in

Commenting on the paper, published in
The Psychiatrist, Kevin Ratcliffe, consultant
pharmacist for substance misuse in
Birmingham, said: “Pharmacy has more
contact with this particular vulnerable
group of patients than any other healthcare
profession. There is no doubt that the
attitude of the pharmacist and the pharmacy
support staff is critical to success in the
support and treatment of substance misuse
patients.”
Ratcliffe added that pharmacies that have
“grown beyond” negative attitudes are the
successful ones.

John Mann, who carried
out an inquiry into hard
drug use in his Bassetlaw
constituency while Bob
Ainsworth was drugs
minister.

This email should never
have been sent
UK Borders Agency deputy
chief executive Jonathan
Sedgwick apologises after
The Sun sees an email sent
to customs officers telling
them not to catch drug
smugglers over Christmas.

It was like that moment
in a Star Trek film when
the space ship goes
into hyper-drive. The
walls of the scanner
dissolved and I took
off to the stars. I saw
intense colours and
patterns
Dr Michael Mosley talks of
his experience after being
injected with psilocybin for
a BBC4 show, The Brain – A
Secret History.
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n LDAN/DrugScope
Conference
LDAN is holding a conference
on the future for drug and
alcohol services in London
on 9th March at The Resource
Centre, 356 Holloway Road,
London N7 6PA. The conference
will examine how wider policy
changes will impact on the drug
and alcohol sector in London.
The programme includes a
question time panel with key
London leaders including
David Burrowes MP for Enfield,
Southgate, and presentations
from the NTA, LDAPF, UKDPC
and the GLA. There will be
workshops on employment,
housing and homelessness,
domestic violence and alcohol
misuse. Conference flyer is
available at http://tinyurl.
com/4bkz8cn

n Media Guide on Drugs
The Guide (see Nov/Dec
Druglink p4) was successfully
launched at the offices of the
Brit Trust, who were the main
funders of the project along
with ANSVAR Insurance. The
Guide was very well received
among journalists and
academics running journalism
courses around the UK. The
Guide is available free online
at www.drugscope.org.uk/
mediaguide. We hope to follow
up publication with face-to-face
work with student journalists
to discuss issues around
reporting on drug use.

n Members Survey
We have just completed one
of the most comprehensive
surveys of the DrugScope
membership ever undertaken
comprising an online
questionnaire, focus groups and
telephone interviewing. We are
currently analysing the results,
but the headlines for DrugScope
are very encouraging – both
from the point of view of our
positioning as a representative
body for the sector and also our
individual information products
and services.
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inside
The unpredictable whether
The recent extreme weather combined with promised public sector austerity
measures has lent itself to sector headlines on a theme of ‘the cold climate’.
The fact that the weather has been so cold has been seized upon by sceptics
to doubt the validity of claims about global warning. But of course, the key
phrase here is not global warning, but ‘climate change’. And to carry on the
meteorological metaphor, that’s exactly what the drug and alcohol sector is
facing.
However, the nature of that change still remains unclear. Since the last
issue of Druglink, we have seen the publication of major strategic government
proposals on public health, localism, the rehabilitation of offenders and
the drug strategy itself. All these proposals have clear implications for the
sector we work in, but there remains the unpredictability of the whether –
whether payment by results can actually be made to work smoothly or just
descend into a bureaucratic nightmare; whether the localism agenda will
drive drug service clients further to the margins; whether Big Society is just a
ruse to abrogate state responsibilities or whether for our sector it offers real
opportunities for innovation in making recovery a reality for more people. You
could further dissect government proposals and come up with many more
questions that have yet to be answered.
But one thing is certain. All the work that DrugScope has been undertaking
has put us in a good position to keep a watching brief across the whole sector
landscape. We will be conducting more member consultations, producing
timely briefings on topical issues, and seeking meetings with ministers and
officials to express your concerns. But obviously our resources are limited – we
are only a small team and so in the coming months, intelligence from you to
tell us what is going on in your area and with your services will be critical.
Tell us about anything adversely affecting the wellbeing of your clients, their
families and carers – but also tell us about innovative ways in which you are
trying to work.

You can email:
Martin Barnes CEO at martinb@drugscope.org.uk
Marcus Roberts, Director of Policy and Membership on
marcusr@drugscope.org.uk
Emma Ward, Membership Development Office at
emmaw@drugscope.org.uk
Submit any ideas you are trying out to our PRISM project at
www.drugscope.org.uk/prism
PRISM stands for Practice Sharing Model – it might be an imaginative
use of a personal budget or maybe an initiative to divert young
people from anti-social behaviour, engage parents in drug education
or improve safety for the local community. Conversely, we hear of
workers who would like to find out if colleagues elsewhere have tried a
particular activity and what their experience was.

NEWS FOCUS

DRINK PROBLEM
A new report by the Centre for Mental Health warns that despite
dwarfing the illicit drug problem, there is scant provision for
the treatment of alcohol abusing offenders. Sean Duggan on an
imbalance that needs urgent attention.
The misuse of alcohol is one of the most
daunting of all challenges for both health
and criminal justice services.
This year will see the creation of
the new national body, Public Health
England, as well as far-reaching changes
to the NHS, to drug treatment services
and to the criminal justice system. For
all of them, responding to the needs of
offenders who misuse alcohol remains
a major challenge. Almost a quarter
of the adult population of England are
hazardous drinkers while six per cent are
dependent on alcohol. Three-quarters
of incidents of domestic violence are
linked to alcohol misuse, as well as half
of assault cases and almost two thirds of
woundings.
The cost to the state of alcohol
misuse is some £23 billion, more than
£3 billion of which is borne by the NHS.
Yet neither health nor drug treatment
services are responding adequately
to the needs of offenders who misuse
alcohol. A window of opportunity to help
them to manage their use of alcohol is
missed and the risk of further offending
is not mitigated.
As with many other public health and
community safety issues, prevention is
key and the management of problems
should be stepped: from basic advice
for those with the least serious issues,
to more specialised responses to those
whose problems are more acute or
entrenched. Yet for offenders who
misuse alcohol, the responses at all of
these levels are woefully inadequate. The
absence of support is evident at all levels
of need and all stages of the justice
system, from first contact with the police
to release from prison. The problems of
alcohol management for offenders were
all too clearly brought into focus during
the drink-fuelled riot at Ford open prison
in west Sussex on New Year’s Eve.

Up in flames: inmates rioted and
burned down several buildings after
being caught getting drunk at Ford
open prison on New Year’s Eve

Offenders have told us that their
alcohol problems have been ignored
by frontline workers to the extent
that some are forced to lie about or
exaggerate illegal drug use to get any
kind of help. Health and criminal justice
commissioners struggle to find common
ground on which to fund joint services,
hindering the development of effective
responses to meet different levels of
need. There are examples of excellent
local initiatives, many of them led by
enterprising individuals or user groups,
but many exist on a shoestring.
We need action on at least three
fronts. Alcohol should have parity with
illegal drugs in the provision of services
to support offenders. We need a range
of responses, from ensuring that all
health and justice front line workers are
skilled in identification and basic advice
to supporting people on community
sentences with an alcohol treatment
requirement as an alternative to prison.
Health and drug treatment services,
the police, prisons and probation need to

come together to achieve this, building
alliances with community and voluntary
organisations that have developed
creative responses to need and listening
to the views of offenders about the
support they require.
Finally, we need a renewed focus on
prevention. Minimum or unit pricing and
regulation of the night-time economy
are important ways of reducing risk and
preventing offending that should not be
overlooked for their potential to improve
public health.
Alcohol misuse should no longer
be a label for exclusion. We need to
see collective action to reduce the
devastating impact of alcohol misuse
and offending on all who are affected by
them.

n Sean Duggan is Joint Chief Executive,
Centre for Mental Health
See the Centre for Mental Health’s
‘A label for exclusion’ report here:
http://www.centreformentalhealth.org.
uk/pdfs/label_for_exclusion.pdf
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ALCOHOL SPECIAL

License to swill
Cardiff’s binge-drinking culture has been the focus of a
wave of unwelcome press attention recently.
Rebecca Lees looks at the role the city’s licensing
regulations are playing in the battle with cheap alcohol.
Well known for its rugby and its choirs,
Wales’ capital has acquired an uglier tag
lately. Cardiff now has a reputation for
binge drinking and drunken brawling.
In April last year, a journalist for the
Wall Street Journal described it as a scene
from zombie flick, Night of the Living
Dead, with “drunken young men and
women stumbling through streets fouled
with trash and broken glass”. Weeks
before, veteran Welsh broadcaster John
Humphrys strongly criticised Cardiff’s
“hideous” drinking culture in a special
BBC report on the city. And in 2009 Polish
photographer Maciej Dakowicz published
a collection of images of shocking
drunken carnage called Cardiff At Night.
But does Cardiff really deserve its
badge of shame – and is enough being
done to dilute the effects of bingedrinking?
There is no doubt that politicians,
the police and frontline NHS staff are
all too aware of the damaging effects
alcohol has on society. This is true not
just in Cardiff but across Wales, where
the Welsh Assembly Government wants
to increase the powers of licensing
decision-makers. In Scotland, where
licensing is a devolved matter, a new
Alcohol Act has been introduced,
although there is disappointment it does
not include a proposed minimum price
per unit. Campaigners in Wales want
to see a minimum price of 50p per unit
here, but can the genie be put back in the
bottle?
A late-night stroll around the
“saturation zone” of St Mary Street and
its surrounding venues does seem to
confirm the unflattering descriptions.
In Westgate Street, which flanks the
Millennium Stadium, drinkers spill
off the pavement, some stumbling
perilously close to passing traffic. In
nearby Mill Lane, rope cordons feebly
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attempt to regiment a jumble of kerbside
tables and chairs, which are frequently
lurched into by glassy-eyed customers.
In St Mary Street itself – which is closed
to traffic other than emergency vehicles
and taxis – packs of chanting lads and
teetering women form sprawling queues
outside nightclubs such as Liquid and
Reflex.
Admittedly this scene has been
exacerbated by the smoking ban, which
has simply brought outdoors a liveliness
hitherto contained behind pub doors.
But another factor is undeniably the
sheer increase in readily-available
cheap alcohol. Until recently, anyone
aiming to get drunk had the option of
either “preloading” – drinking cheap
supermarket alcohol at home before
going out – or drinking in pubs and
clubs. But there is now a third option,
“reloading”, where bargain-price alcohol
can be bought from off-licences in the
heart of pub land.
In 2010, Sainsbury’s applied to sell
alcohol from 7am until 11pm at its
St Mary Street store in the saturation
zone. The council’s licensing committee
allowed sales until 6pm. But Sainsbury’s
appealed and, although the committee’s
decision was backed by police, assembly
members, councillors and experts, city
magistrates extended licensing hours
until 9pm.
“The decision was a disaster for St
Mary Street,” says surgeon Professor
Jonathan Shepherd, an expert witness
at the hearing. For the last 25 years
Shepherd has researched violence and
the “major part” he says alcohol plays
in it.
“It’s not just Sainsbury’s; the decision
to allow the Spar to sell alcohol at a
similar time was also very much to be
regretted. The risks have gone up; I don’t
think there is any doubt about that. We

know that cheap alcohol is at the root
of increased harm. On the day of the
appeal, Sainsbury’s promotions included
their own brand of cider for 21p per unit.
I think that’s an irresponsible promotion
in anyone’s language.
“St Mary Street tops the violence
league table in Cardiff and has done so
for a number of years. In my clinic last
week I saw a guy attacked with a vodka
bottle reportedly bought in one of these
supermarkets. I find the availability of
cheap alcohol late into evening hugely
depressing and I know there is a lot of
support for this view, certainly within
the NHS and the police.” Shepherd
says the legal battle between the big
supermarkets who want to extend
licenses and those representing the local
area is an unfair one. “The supermarkets
bring down a crack team of lawyers from
London and the city is represented by a
council solicitor. It’s like Rommel versus
a community support officer.” He said
local agencies needed to get organised in
putting forward their case, rather than
dealing with cases on ad hoc basis.
In Cardiff, partner agencies work
tirelessly to make the night-time streets
safer. Cardiff Council, South Wales
Police and the Licensees’ Forum hold
regular meetings, while the creation
of the saturation zone has eased an
over-concentration of licensed premises
in the St Mary Street area. A ‘traffic
light’ system is in use, allowing police
to intervene at potentially problematic
premises at an early stage. These
agencies believe that Cardiff’s drinking
culture has been unfairly highlighted,
yet there is frustration at licensing
regulations that allow common-sense
decisions to be overturned.
“We have a vibrant night-time
economy and drinking establishments
are a major part of that,” says Cardiff

IT SEEMS COUNTERINTUITIVE TO HAVE
A SATURATION
ZONE WHICH IS
SEEN AS HUGELY
SUCCESSFUL, ONLY
FOR MAGISTRATES
TO TELL US THAT IT
SHOULDN’T APPLY
TO OFF-LICENSE
PREMISES
alcohol bought is usually
drunk on the spot.”
Mr Misell is the author of
A Drinking Nation? Wales and
Alcohol, a report published
in November. The report
points to a “massive” rise
in alcohol consumption in
Wales in recent decades,
with many people now
indulging in heavy drinking
at home with cheap alcohol
from supermarkets. Those
interviewed said heavy
drinking was an essential
part of a good night out and
that they often only stopped
drinking “when the room
starts to spin” or when they
“have to be put in a taxi”.
The assembly government
has estimated the cost to
the economy in health terms
alone to be between £70m
and £85m in Wales. “On top of
Unrecognisable: St Mary Street by day and by night
that there are policing costs
and local authority clear-ups,”
says Mr Misell.
for an ambulance to arrive. Violent
“We sympathise with the council,
assaults have fallen dramatically over
who are trying to do their best to
the years. You will see a lot of drunken
improve the reputation of the city and
people about, but how many are actually
minimise harm. But a lot of us want to
committing criminal offences?
see less drinking in the city centre.”
“If we have more than 10 arrests on
The officer in charge of policing
a normal Friday or Saturday, that’s a
Cardiff city centre, Inspector Tony
busy night. First impressions are usually
Bishop, paints a positive picture.
lasting impressions and we are always
“Statistics show that there has been a
looking at ways to improve the image
year-on-year decrease on reported crime
but Cardiff is not going to change from a
in Cardiff,” he says. “It is probably due
binge drinking culture to a cafe culture
to luck as well, but also to a number of
overnight.”
partnerships such as with the street
Cardiff magistrates were given the
pastors, who look after potential victims
opportunity to respond but did not give a
of crime and those who could be
statement.
involved in committing crime.
“We also have mobile medics in
n Rebecca Lees is a freelance journalist
and a former reporter at the Cardiffthe city centre, who free up cops who
based South Wales Echo.
would otherwise be waiting 45 minutes
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Licensing Committee chair Councillor
Ed Bridges. “We’ve probably had to work
harder than some other authorities to
manage the issues this brings but I think
we’ve been more successful than many
other authorities in making Cardiff a
largely pleasant place to be after dark.
“There have been several instances
recently where big-name supermarkets
have applied for licenses within the
St Mary Street saturation zone. As a
committee, we judge all applications on
a case-by-case basis. However, we did
have – and do have – major concerns
about off-licenses in the city centre, and
the police share these concerns.
“We have been disappointed by the
lack of support we have received from
the magistrates’ court when these
applications have gone to appeal. From
our point of view, it seems counterintuitive to have a saturation zone which
is seen as hugely successful, only for
magistrates to tell us that it shouldn’t
apply to off-license premises. We felt let
down by the magistrates because of that
and it has undoubtedly made our life –
and that of the police – more difficult.”
Sainsbury’s is described by its press
office as an “active” supporter of sensible
drinking, removing single bottles and
cans of beers, lagers and cider from the
shelves of its St Mary Street store. Beers,
lagers and cider with alcohol-by-volume
percentages of more than 5.5 are also no
longer on sale.
“It is important to remember that the
overwhelming majority of our customers
buy alcohol as part of their weekly shop
and drink responsibly in their own
home,” says a Sainsbury’s spokesman.
“We encourage our customers to
make informed choices about the alcohol
they purchase by printing the units of
alcohol per glass or bottles on all ourown label beers, wines and spirits. Last
year we moved from a Think-21 policy
to a Think-25 policy across all our stores
to help prevent alcohol being passed to
minors. We are also an active supporter
of Drinkaware, a charity that increases
awareness of the results of alcohol abuse
and helps individuals to make informed
choices about their drinking.”
But campaigners remain wary.
Alcohol Concern Cymru policy manager
Andrew Misell says: “The argument that
both Sainsbury’s and Tesco have used
is that they are selling alcohol to the
professional person on their way home
from work who wants a small drink with
their evening meal. I would certainly say
if that’s who Sainsbury’s think they are
selling to, they don’t need to be selling
at 11 o’clock at night. After 8pm, any

ALCOHOL SPECIAL

ORDER, ORDER

Andrea Wren looks back at the history of alcohol regulation in
England, from the Middle Ages to the 21st century.
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History has a funny way of being ironic.
Policy-makers today are in frequent
debate around making alcohol more
expensive in a bid to control its use. Back
in the Middle Ages, however, the very
first regulations around alcohol acted to
make it cheaper, better quality and more
accessible.
Simply, says James Nicholls, Senior
Lecturer at Bath Spa University and
author of The Politics of Alcohol: A History
of the Drink Question in England, the
aristocracy wanted to protect themselves
from dodgy dealers of booze and stop
the prolific over-charging that was taking
place, and a national law from 1330
demanded that ‘none be so hardy but to
sell wines at a reasonable price’.
Now, there exist a plethora of
regulations around alcohol sales,
licensing and consumption control,
but it was back in 1552 that the first
proper licensing act was passed. The
lengthier version of this act was ‘An
Act for Keepers of Ale-houses to be
Bound by Recognisances’, the less of a
mouthful variant was the Ale Houses
Act. Here, legislation sought to ensure
that alehouses had a licence to sell
drink, and other than that, there were
few impositions (although in 1494, an
act empowering local Justices to close
alehouses was passed, to be enforced if
alehouses were breaching the peace).
Until the first half of the 18th
century, there followed a series of fairly
unsuccessful acts, including one in 1606
which banned selling to people when
drunk. Nicholls remarks: “It’s interesting
that attempting to control selling alcohol
to people when drunk is something
we’ve been trying to implement since
1606 and still we are attempting to do
this.” Let’s just give it another 400 years
then, shall we?
One of the most important acts in
the history of alcohol licensing was the
1736 Gin Act, which was an attempt
to make it harder to sell in a period
known as the ‘gin craze’ (‘binge-drinking
Britain’, it seems, is not the 21st century
phenomenon we like to think it is).
However, what is key about this act, says
Nicholls, is that it was more about social
snobbery, anxieties over class, and the
protection of moral norms.
“In the 18th century, everyone drank a
lot, but gin was class-specific to the poor.
It is tempting to describe the gin craze
as a species of moral panic in which the
activities of a specific social group, in
this case the urban poor, and especially

poor urban women, were identified in
the mass media, such as it was, as the
source of a moral threat. There was a
huge campaign to prohibit the drinking
of gin and the 1736 Act was disastrous.
Even though gin-drinking had been
falling previous to the prohibition, postprohibition, it went underground and
worsened.”

WHEN WORLD WAR
ONE ERUPTED IN 1914
THE GOVERNMENT
PULLED THE REIGNS
TIGHTER ON ALCOHOL
USE, WORRIED THAT
EFFICIENCY IN THE
WAR EFFORT WOULD
BE AFFECTED IF
DRINKING WAS NOT
CONTROLLED MORE
After subsequent unsuccessful gin acts,
finally came the 1751 Act which, says
Nicholls, “was a carefully-constructed
piece of legislation designed not to
reinforce gin’s outlaw status, but instead
to drag it into the orbit of respectability”.
The ‘gin craze’ began to peter out, and
died off altogether a few years after.
Just over 70 years on, we see yet
another example of something that
didn’t work then, begging us to ask,
why should it work now? The 1823
Intermediate Beer Act was an attempt
to tax weaker beer at a lower level, in
a bid to encourage people to choose it
over the hard stuff. It was unsuccessful
back in the 1800s, and regardless of the
Coalition’s latest alcohol tax review,
it’s not likely to be different in 2011. As
Nicholls says, “people don’t really want
to drink weaker beer.”
Until the early 1800s though, pub
drinking as we know it – cosy snugs,
horse brasses and Bet Lynch – didn’t
really exist. It was the 1830 Beer Act
which liberalised the beer trade and
opened up competition – as a result of
the influence of the breweries – to see
the beginnings of the Victorian pub.
This act enabled beer houses who only
wanted to sell beer, rather than spirits, to
operate without a licence, having paid a
fee to Customs and Excise.

However, when World War One
erupted in 1914 the government pulled
the reigns tighter on alcohol use, worried
that efficiency in the war effort would be
affected if drinking was not controlled
more. They wanted people like ship
builders, for example, to stay sober on
the job – up until this point, lunchtime
drinking was prevalent among labourers.
In 1915, under the direction of the
then Chancellor of the Exchequer,
Lloyd George, the Central Control Board
(CCB) was established by government
to manage the alcohol trade across
most of the UK. “Existing restrictions on
opening hours and Sunday trading were
tightened, excise duties on beer and
spirits were increased significantly, and
the strengths of both were reduced,” says
Nicholls.
“Alcohol consumption fell
dramatically over the course of the War,
as did arrests for drunkenness. The CCB
restricted access to alcohol, but also
pro-actively encouraged responsible pub
management. Wartime austerity may
have been a factor, but so too was the
enormous death toll among young men
in battle.”
In the early sixties, though, along
with free love, restrictions on the sale
of alcohol loosened further and in 1961,
off-licences were allowed to trade all day,
enabling supermarkets also to sell more
alcohol. By 1995, Sunday opening began
under new trading laws and where we
are today – following the Licensing Act
2003 – is 24-hour opening and licensing.
Though few on-licence premises
are open 24 hours, certainly many
supermarkets are from Monday through
to Saturday.
In 2011, much more alcohol is
drunk at home than it ever was, says
Nicholls, but also, in sharp contrast to
the first laws insisting drink be sold at
a ‘reasonable price’, organisations such
as Alcohol Concern are campaigning
for a higher, minimum price per unit, or
increased taxation, on alcohol sold.
Historically, the regulation of alcohol
in England has been steadily tightened
over time, from a substance that was
cheap and accessible, to one that has,
until recently, become considerably more
expensive and harder to get hold of. But
the logical next step, prohibition, seems
at present a policy that seems even more
untenable than the legalisation of illegal
drugs.

n Andrea Wren is a freelance journalist
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Drinking games
When researchers were given access to thousands of documents
from drinks firms, much was revealed about the underlying
messages portrayed in alcohol adverts. Max Daly reports.

These days, restricted by a voluntary
code of conduct, the advertising of
alcoholic drinks is far more an exercise
in branding, imagery and life-styling
than it was in the past. Gone are the days
of the 1970s and 1980s when beer, wine
or spirits were blatantly promoted as a
one way ticket to being cool or sexy. The
hard sell on booze has become a more
subtle affair, where a brand is associated
with positive attitudes and emotions
such as authenticity, strength and purity.
But, according to a report published
as part of the government’s investigation
into the conduct of the alcohol industry,
despite the veneer of innocence, the
old, familiar messages are still being
communicated. They’ll Drink Bucket Loads
of the Stuff, an analysis of internal alcohol
industry advertising documents carried
out for last year’s House of Commons
Health Select Committee report on
alcohol, provided a unique insight
into the £800m a year world of alcohol
advertising.
Researchers from the Institute for
Social Marketing at the University of
Stirling were given unlimited access
to the inner sanctum of the alcohol
marketing industry – in the form
of thousands of pages of paper and
electronic documentation from four
companies and their ad agencies in
relation to the promotion of five brands
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– Carling, Lambrini, Sidekick, Smirnoff
and WKD – between 2005 and 2008. They
included notes of meetings, client briefs,
creative briefs, media briefs, advertising
budgets and market research reports.
The report’s author, Dr Gerard
Hastings, concluded that the alcohol
industry was side-stepping its own
voluntary code of practice because
virtually all the prohibited themes
– advertising aimed at under-18s,
encouragement of irresponsible
drinking, linking drinking with social
or sexual success or with masculinity
or femininity – were being smuggled
into ad campaigns via “camouflage and
creativity”.
Hastings likened the tactics used
by the alcohol industry, which strongly
challenged the report, to the abstract
campaigns used to advertise cigarette
brands such as Benson and Hedges and
Silk Cut before the ban on widespread
tobacco advertising came into force in
2003. And documents obtained from
drinks firms and their ad agencies also
revealed that market research data on
15- and 16-year-olds was being used to
inform campaigns and that there is a
focus on promoting drinking to those
just turning 18.
“Upcoming generations represent a
key target for alcohol advertisers,” says
the report. Although the documents

mainly refer to this group as starting at
the legal drinking age, this distinction
is sometimes lost. It is clearly
acknowledged that particular products
appeal to children. Lambrini, a fizzy
pear cider which is 7.5% ABV, is referred
to as a “kids’ drink” in market research
documents. Many references are made
to the need to recruit new drinkers and
establish their loyalty to a particular
brand; WKD, for instance, wants to
attract “new 18-year-olds”, and Carling
takes a particular interest in the fact
that the Carling Weekend is “the first
choice for the festival virgin”, offering
free branded tents and a breakfast can
of beer.
Campaigns aspire to be associated
with and appeal to youth: Carling wants
to “become the most respected youth
brand (overtaking Lynx)”, new media
channels are used because they will
appeal to and engage young people, and
Lambrini’s 2007 TV campaign set out to
be “a cross between myspace and High
School the Musical”.
The report noted that Lambrini’s
loss of its long-running strapline, ‘Girls
Just Wanna Have Fun’ – banned by the
regulator in 2005 for targeting young
girls – was a constant source of regret
for the drink’s producers. Despite
tenacious attempt to retain it, according
to Hastings, “only when a young woman

[Rosi Boxall in 2008] died after a Lambrini
drinking binge and the strapline
appeared in newspaper coverage of the
death did Lambrini feel there might be
benefits in relinquishing it”.
The report’s author claimed that
many documents showed that marketing
campaigns aimed to suggest drinks were
potent and that they would enhance the
drinker’s social success. A creative brief
from ad agency Cheethambell JWT for
a 2005 Lambrini advertising campaign
said:
Drinking starts early! Early afternoon at
the weekend or straight after work Monday

to Friday meeting your girly mates and
getting on it is the only way forward. They’re
on a budget when it comes to booze so they
want something that tastes good but won’t
break the bank. Lambrini is the perfect social
lubricant. A light, easy to drink, affordable’
wannabe’ wine that gets their nights out or
in off to a good start. They’ll drink bucket
loads of the stuff and still manage to last the
duration.
The report goes on to suggest that
ad agencies and alcohol producers were
cynical about the people they were
persuading to buy the drink: “18 – 24, low
class (DE), renting or living with parents,

children under 15, Yorkshire bias,
working part-time, earning under £10k…
Heavy User of… Night Clubs, Crisps,
Instant Snack Meals, Soft Drinks. It’s a
wine isn’t it? 4% of Lambrini Girls think
Lambrini is a perry which is fine by us.
We won’t tell the other 96% if you don’t.”
The sponsorship and digital
marketing activities of drinks brands
also came in for criticism. A Carling
document discussing its music
sponsorship campaign, concludes:
“Ultimately, the band are the heroes at
the venue and Carling should use them
to ‘piggy back’ and engage customers’
JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2011 DRUGLINK | 11
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FIGHTING SPIRIT
Extracts from the 2010 House of
Commons Health Select Committee
report on alcohol.
In 1947 the nation consumed
approximately three and a half
litres of pure alcohol per head; the
current figure is nine and a half
litres. According to the General
Household Survey data from
2006, 31% of men are drinking
hazardously (more than 21 units per
week).
The current system of controls on
alcohol advertising and promotion
is failing the young people it is
intended to protect. Both the
procedures and the scope need to
be strengthened. The regulation
of alcohol promotion should be
completely independent of the
alcohol and advertising industries;
this would match best practice
in other fields such as financial
services and professional conduct.
In addition, young people should
themselves be formally involved in
the process of regulation: the best
people to judge what a particular
communication is saying are those
in the target audience.
The current controls do not
adequately cover sponsorship or
new media which are becoming
increasingly important in alcohol
promotion. The codes must
be extended to address better
sponsorship. New media presents
particular regulatory challenges,
including the inadequacy of
age controls and the problems
presented by user generated
content. Expert guidance should
be sought on how to improve the
protection offered to young people in
this area. Finally, there is a pressing
need to restrict alcohol advertising
and promotion in places where
children are likely to be affected by
it.
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emotions”.
Beattie McGuinness Bungay (BMB), an
advertising agency whose clients include
Carling and Diageo, described digital
marketing – such as text messaging,
social networking and blogging sites – as
“routes to magic” for alcohol advertisers.
“Channels were recognised as having
particular appeal to young people yet
this is an area which presents particular
challenges to the current system of selfregulation,” said the Select Committee
report.

4% OF LAMBRINI GIRLS
THINK LAMBRINI IS A
PERRY WHICH IS FINE
BY US. WE WON’T TELL
THE OTHER 96% IF YOU
DON’T
Drink brands have a popular following
on the ubiquitous social networking
site Facebook, a site where most British
teenagers are members. Between them,
the UK Facebook pages for Smirnoff,
WKD and Strongbow have more than
500,000 followers. Much of the content
is oriented to young people and trendy
DJ events. While users have to declare
they are over 18 to access the sites, there
are many spin-offs – such as a Cherry
Lambrini site which has 8,000 ‘friends’
– which anyone can access. But a quick
flick through the conversations on these
sites reveal a somewhat less hip reality.
“£8.97 for 24 cans of pure bliss,” writes
Tom Burton, a late-teenage looking lad
on the Strongbow cider site just before
Christmas. “Have a good holiday on us,”
reply the Strongbow ‘team’. When Tom’s
asked where he got the deal , he replies,
“Tesco Metro in Chesterfield”.
A report into the alcohol industry’s
use of new media published in
November by Scottish Health Action
on Alcohol Problems warned: “The
use of social networking sites to
promote alcohol is a matter of serious
concern due to the youth appeal of
these sites, the difficulties associated
with enforcing age restrictions, the
relative lack of regulation and the sheer
volume of promotional messages. The
extensive use of new media to market

alcohol represents a proliferation of
alcohol branded messages directed at
consumers.”
The authors of They’ll Drink Bucket
Loads of the Stuff concluded that the UK
needed to tighten up the regulation
of the alcohol industry and that an
independent regulator should vet
all alcohol adverts. “It is clear, then,
that the background thinking and
strategising revealed in the documents
encompass many prohibited themes,
including drunkenness, sex, social
success and masculinity and femininity
– which are then incorporated into
advertising in ways that do not obviously
transgress the codes. Sometimes this
gamesmanship is all too obvious: the
proscription of using Coleen Rooney,
who at the time was only 23, in
advertising for Lambrini is converted to
the sponsorship of her television show
Coleen’s Real Women.
“In other cases the subterfuge is
more subtle, as when Carling’s planning
documents reveal that its aim is to
position the brand as a “social glue”
and that it “celebrates, initiates and
promotes the togetherness of the pack,
their passions and their pint because
Carling understands that things are
better together” – then goes on to
communicate this in a TV ad using a
flock of starlings and the Carling logo
recreated with the word ‘BELONG’. So
clever is the treatment that the regulator
rejected public complaints which have
now been completely substantiated by
the documents.”
Hastings says that the alcohol
industry has adopted a similar strategy
to that used amid mounting regulation
of cigarette advertising 30 years ago.
“This is reminiscent of latter day tobacco
advertising for brands like Silk Cut and
Benson & Hedges that became more
and more elliptical and imaginative as
the codes on content were tightened.
Judging whether the resulting references
breached content codes became an
impossible task. Thus the self-regulatory
codes do not protect young people; they
just hone the advertiser’s skills – either
in camouflage or creativity.”
The report drew a furious response
from the industry. Alcohol company
Diageo GB claimed the article was a
gross misrepresentation and a distortion
of the evidence it provided to the inquiry.

SOFT SELL
The voluntary code on advertising alcohol, meets the advert makers
Voluntary code 1:
Young people and the next generation
Advertisements for alcohol must not appeal strongly to
people under 18 or be associated with, or reflect, youth
culture. No one who is, or appears to be, under 25 years old
may play a significant role in any advertisements.
Girls grow out of Lambrini. And then turn their back on it. We
could maybe hold onto them a year or two longer with slightly
premiumised image but we should not think about an older
demographic per se.
Email from ad agency Cheethambell JWT to Halewood
International (makers of Lambrini) in 2006.

Voluntary code 2:
Drunkenness and excess
Advertising must not link alcohol with brave, tough, unruly
or daring people or behaviour; nor should it encourage
irresponsible, antisocial or immoderate drinking (whether in
terms of style or amount).
“Shots used to crank up the evening, accelerate the process of
getting drunk with less volume of liquid. Sense of danger. For a
pleasure ride or to get blasted.”
Slide from presentation by ad agency Cheethambell JWT
for Sidekick in 2003.

Its managing director, Simon Litherland,
argued that “inappropriate consumer
views and early proposals” pitched in
the marketing process were rejected
at an early stage. “We are extremely
disappointed that the confidential and
commercially sensitive information
shared with the committee, in good
faith, has been made available for Prof
Hastings’s use in pursuing his own
public agenda,” he said.
David Poley, chief executive of
Portman Group, a trade group of UK
alcoholic drinks producers, said: “We
are proud of the regulatory system for
alcohol in the UK which is admired
across the world. “Gerard Hastings
trawled through thousands of pages of
internal company marketing documents
on behalf of the Health Committee. He

Voluntary code 3:
Sociability and social success
Advertising must not link drinking to the social acceptance
or success of individuals, events, or occasions. It should
not imply that it can enhance an individual’s popularity,
confidence, mood, physical performance, personal qualities,
attractiveness or sexual success.
“To own all routes to sociability: football, music, and everything
else that brings the lads together, is to dominate the beer
market.
Ad agency Mobious for Carling ‘sports strategy’ document 2006.

Voluntary code 4:
Masculinity and femininity
Advertising must not link drinking with enhanced
attractiveness, masculinity or femininity, nor with
daringness, toughness, bravado, challenge, seduction, sexual
activity, or sexual success.
“Carling Commandments: Thou shalt never abandon your
mates in favour of a girl, Thou shalt never been [sic] seen at
a ‘musical’, “thou shalt never desert thy mates in drunken
distress”, “thou shalt always welcome a mate’s mate”.
Ad agency Hill & Knowlton to Molson Coors Brewing
Company, for Carling Football PR Plans for 2007. Friday
7 July 2006. Slide 8 of 25. Document A2, Folder 7 Sport
Agency Response Documents 2006.

failed to find any evidence of actual
malpractice. He therefore resorts to
slurs and innuendos. We wish Gerard
Hastings would publish his criticisms in
an advertisement. The ASA could then
rightly ban it for being misleading.”
A few months before the HSC report,
the British Medical Association had
made similar noises and called for an
outright ban on alcohol advertising like
tobacco advertising. And later in 2010,
the National Institute for Health and
Clinical Excellence added to calls for
better alcohol advertising regulation,
Alcohol Concern found that one million
under-16-year-olds saw multiple
drinks ads during the World Cup and
an alcohol commission set up by the
Scottish Labour Party called for a ban
on alcohol brands sponsoring sports

teams, competitions and public events,
such as Tennent’s sponsorship of the
T in the Park pop festival and Johnnie
Walker’s support of a golf championship
at Gleneagles.
Fortunately for the alcohol industry,
despite containing allegedly damning
evidence of the industry’s attempts to
try and get across exactly the messages
that public health experts want to avoid,
the ‘Buckets’ report disappeared virtually
without trace. A change of government
four months after the Select Committee
was published cannot have helped,
but there is a suspicion that whichever
political party is at Number 10, there
will not be the stomach for a fight with
such a powerful adversary as the British
drinks industry.
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AFTER
SHOCK
When Sam Hart found her 14-year-old
daughter comatose from alcohol it left
her confused and scared. What had
she done wrong? Here, she looks at the
tricky balancing act of dealing with kids
and drinking.
I was in a restaurant when I got the
phone call. It was the mother of my
daughter’s best friend. “I think you’d
better go home. Meg’s very drunk.” I was
confused. My daughter Meg was 14 and
as far as I knew had never had so much
as a sip of shandy. “What do you mean
drunk?” I asked stupidly. “I mean, how
much has she had?”
“Half a bottle of vodka and some
Strongbow. She’s in quite a bad state,”
she replied. I can’t exactly remember
leaving the restaurant but luckily the two
friends I was with paid the bill, collected
my things and guided me to the car.
During the five minute, yet seemingly
interminable, drive home I tried to piece
together the events of the evening. I had
gone out about seven leaving Meg and
her best friend Lara home alone. They
were, as far as I knew, planning to watch
DVDs, eat popcorn and drink 7-Up.
Instead, it transpired, they had got
hold of some alcohol and Meg had drunk
herself into oblivion. The evening had
ended with Meg being violently sick and
Lara putting her to bed before, in a panic,
stumbling her way home alone across
the city.
Arriving home I hurtled upstairs,
ignoring the widening puddle of vomit,
shards of broken glass and (bafflingly)
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slices of bread that littered the floor
(it turned out that Lara had tried to
force feed her in order to ‘soak up the
alcohol’). Meg’s room at the top of the
house resembled an abandoned squat.
Never tidy at the best of times, it was
now strewn with sodden towels, empty
bottles and piles of rubbish (Lara had
enterprisingly emptied the waste bin
for Meg to use as a sick bucket.) My little
girl was comatose on her unmade bed;
grey and clammy – her hair clogged
together with her own vomit. Her fingers
(which it seemed had only yesterday
been squashing playdough into pretend
tea cups) stunk of cigarettes. It took half
an hour for Meg to recognise me. She
wasted a good deal of her alcohol-soaked
breath exhorting me not to tell her mum.
“She’ll be really cross,” she slurringly
assured me. But she was wrong – I
wasn’t cross. I was confused, frightened
and utterly clueless about what to do
next.
Children have always drunk alcohol.
Before the advent of safe public drinking
water, children and adults alike drank
small beer, a low-alcohol drink, to avoid
water-borne diseases. Women in the
18th century would regularly dose their
children with gin to keep them sedated
while they were at work. Smoking and

drinking were compulsory for boarders
in one 17th century school and pupils
were beaten for not drinking their ration
of beer. And in the first half of the 19th
century, Helen Graham, the heroine of
Anne Bronte’s Tenant of Wildfell Hall, is
roundly mocked for not allowing her
young son to drink wine: “I credited you
with more sense. He will turn into the
veriest milk-sop that was ever sopped.”
Nowadays it is legal to give children
alcohol at home from the age of five and
parental attitudes seem to veer from a
complete ban on drinking for under-18s,
to teenagers being occasionally allowed
a glass of wine at dinner. At the other
extreme there are parents who positively
encourage their children to drink. I spent
an uncomfortable couple of hours in the
summer watching the world cup with
a friend who seemed to be intent on
getting her 14-year-old son drunk during
the match: “Do you want a beer? Are
you sure? Go on – have a beer.” Another
mum I know bought her son a crate of
beer for his 15th birthday. Research by
Drinkaware has shown that one in five
parents have bought alcohol for their
children in the belief that it will help
them keep tabs on their drinking.
The official advice on the ‘continental
approach’ of allowing children a little

ANOTHER MUM I KNOW
BOUGHT HER SON A
CRATE OF BEER FOR
HIS 15TH BIRTHDAY.

alcohol with meals is ambivalent. “There
is some evidence that the younger
someone is when they start drinking, the
more likely they are to develop alcoholrelated problems,” according to the
charity Drinkaware, “But this evidence
is not conclusive. If you have older
teenagers who are already drinking, you
might prefer them to be somewhere you
can keep an eye on them. Allowing them
to have some low strength beer at home
with their friends may be better than
them being out on the streets drinking.”
But in 2009 Chief Medical Officer Liam
Donaldson warned that children under
15 shouldn’t drink at all, claiming that
drinking at a young age can damage
developing brains.

And experts agree that teenage
drinking is a significant problem.
Although the number of teenage
drinkers is reducing, those that do drink
are consuming more – with significant
health implications. According to the
charity Alcohol Concern, underage
drinkers knock back the equivalent of
6.9 million pints of beer each week with
an estimated 630,000 11- to 17-yearolds drinking twice or more per week.
The number of under-18s admitted to
hospital due to drinking increased by
32% between 2002 and 2007, costing
the health and ambulance service
£19 million per year both in terms of
immediate damage such as alcohol
poisoning and injuries. Teenage drinkers
are also more likely to engage in risky
behaviour such as crime, unprotected
sex, misuse of other substances and
anti-social behaviour.
There are of course strict licensing
laws to protect minors from the effects
of alcohol, but despite this 60 per cent of
children have managed to buy alcohol
in a pub or offlicence. The Challenge 25
scheme introduced in 2009 encourages
retailers to ask for ID if a young person
looks under 25 but this is not mandatory
and no guarantee against unscrupulous
shop owners determined to carry on
selling alcohol to children.
In Meg’s case, she and Lara had
walked a mile or so to an off licence
which was known for selling to underage
drinkers: “Everyone at school goes there.”
The shopkeeper asked them their age
and questioned them when they said
they were 18. When they capitulated and
claimed to be 16, he produced a bottle
of vodka from under the counter. The
vodka turned out to be bootleg and it is
hard not to draw the conclusion that the
shop had a policy of deliberately selling
pirate alcohol to children. The matter is
now in the hands of the police.
New government proposals
are hoping to crackdown on such
practices by giving police the powers
to permanently shut down premises
which persistently sell to children. But
closing dodgy off-licenses will not stop
teens drinking. Pushing boundaries and
taking risks is a normal part of teenage
life. “Don’ worry I’m jus’ sperimentin,” as
Meg drunkenly explained. Teenagers also
drink to fit in with their peers, to lose
their inhibitions, to cope with stress and
because it’s fun. In short, children drink
for many of the same reasons that adults
do. But adult responses often focus on

the anti-social behaviour caused by
under-age drinkers rather than real and
frightening health implications. Some
local authorities have taken steps to
address the this, through initiatives
such as “Operation Park” in Brighton and
Hove in which police patrol the city’s
parks in search of under-age drinkers,
making referrals to parents and health
professionals where necessary. And
youngsters arriving intoxicated at the
city hospital’s A&E department are
offered support from drug and alcohol
services.
But shop-keepers, police and
substance misuse agencies can only
shoulder so much of the responsibility.
Experts agree that parental guidance
and talking honestly and openly about
the effects of alcohol is vital. In this I
failed my daughter. Meg had no idea
about the relative strength of vodka, that
drinking on an empty stomach is a bad
idea, the importance of keeping hydrated
or what constitutes a unit of alcohol,
because I hadn’t told her. I held the view
that drinking alcohol was unacceptable
at Meg’s age and that talking about it
would legitimise its use. I had naively
believed that there was no need to have
the ‘alcohol conversation’ until she was
older. But according to Drinkaware: “It’s
best to start early… research shows
children’s openness to their parents’
influence changes dramatically as they
grow up. Between the ages of eight and
12, children generally accept what their
parents say about alcohol. However, 13
-17 year-olds increasingly pay attention
to their friends.”
The influence of parents’ own
drinking habits is also key and, if I’m
honest, Meg has from an early age spent
many festive occasions watching various
relatives (including myself) descend
into drunken merriment, whilst being
told that on no account must she do it
herself – a strategy which on reflection
seems obviously doomed to failure. My
new approach is to try to encourage
safe drinking habits whilst at the same
time steering Meg and her 10-year-old
brother Joe away from alcohol – a tricky
balancing act. Perhaps fortunately for
Meg her hangover was so severe she has
vowed never to drink again. And Joe says
he is ‘never ever’ going to drink because
‘it’s for losers’. Needless to say – I won’t
be taking his word for it.

n Sam Hart is a freelance journalist
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ALCOHOL SPECIAL

THE
OTHER
SIDE OF
ALCOHOL
AND SEX
Links between
substance misuse and
sexual exploitation are
often more complex
than we presume.
By Shannon Harvey
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“When I was 12 I ran away to feel
loved by older men. I met a man who I
thought would look after me and love
me like I wanted. He gave me cigs and
beer… My mum and dad rejected me
at a very young age. I wanted to feel
supported… He was charming for the
first few months. I felt loved but then
he introduced me to two friends. They
abused me, they used me to sleep
with, they passed me along as if I was
nothing.”
This is one young woman’s story
from Out of the Box, a booklet of stories
by young people sexually exploited
in Doncaster and London. Many of
the stories come from young women
accessing Streetreach in Doncaster, a
drop-in centre and outreach service
for young women and adults at risk
of, or involved in, prostitution. As well
as offering workshops, activities and
access to training and employment,
Streetreach provides a structured day
care programme and drug treatment
programme, because for most of these
young women, substance misuse and
sexual exploitation are two sides of the
same coin. Project Manager Marilyn
Haughton believes that although alcohol
and to some extent illegal drugs are
often part of the grooming process, they
tend not to be significant factors for
routes into sexual exploitation. She says
the girls they work with generally don’t
need to be bribed or controlled with
substances, it is love and affection they
crave.
“If he wants her to do something she
doesn’t want to do – have sex with his
friends, travel across town – he will have
sex with her as an enticement rather
than using drugs and threats,” says
Haughton. “The girls believe that as long
as he wants to have sex with her she is
loved, useful, beautiful. And these are
the things that are usually missing from
their lives.”
However, the risk factors for sexual
exploitation and substance misuse do
overlap, often because substances are
used as a consequence of exploitation.
Haughton says that as the relationship
progresses and he gets bored of her,
violence and aggression increases. He
can no longer be bothered to ‘romance’
her, and instead uses her to procure
other, often younger girls.
“The misuse of alcohol can occur
later in their sexual exploitation cycle
when they feel rejected, unloved
and worthless,” she says. “They use

substances to alleviate some of these
feelings. When heroin becomes the drug
of ‘choice’, they then spiral into the cycle
of prostitution to fund this habit.”
Haughton’s account highlights
a dissonance between the way
professionals often construct young
women’s experiences, and the way
young women themselves understand
their lives.

THE RISK FACTORS FOR
SEXUAL EXPLOITATION
AND SUBSTANCE
MISUSE DO OVERLAP,
OFTEN BECAUSE
SUBSTANCES ARE USED
AS A CONSEQUENCE OF
EXPLOITATION
As professionals, when we use the term
‘sexual exploitation’ we are generally
referring to our shared understanding
of young people’s exploitation through
prostitution, often tied to prevalent
understandings of a model of grooming
and pimping by an older male. For
young women, however, this narrow
construction of sexual exploitation often
fails to speak to their own experience
and emotions about the relationships
and contexts in which they experience
sexual violence.
The nia project, a women’s
organisation in London, has recently
completed a three-year project training
young people to train professionals
about sexual exploitation. Quickly
realising that existing definitions of
sexual exploitation weren’t resonating
with the young people they worked
with, they asked a young women’s group
at the New Horizons Youth Centre in
Kings Cross to come up with their own
definition.
The definition they wrote reveals that
in young people’s experience, sexual
exploitation encompasses a spectrum
of experiences from childhood sexual
abuse to sexual bullying at school, sexual
violence and coercion within intimate
relationships, sexual exploitation within
groups or gangs, as well as grooming
leading to exploitation in prostitution.
Their definition of sexual exploitation is:
“Someone taking advantage of you
sexually, for their own benefit. Through

threats, bribes, violence, humiliation,
or by telling you that they love you,
they will have the power to get you to
do sexual things for their own, or other
people’s benefit or enjoyment (including
touching or kissing private parts, sex,
taking sexual photos).”
Although substance misuse can
of course be a risk factor for sexual
exploitation, sexual exploitation is
similarly a risk factor for substance
misuse. As practitioners looking out for
indicators of either, it is perhaps more
important for us to recognise that some
of the key risk factors for both substance
misuse and sexual exploitation are
shared: low socio-economic status,
traumatic life events (including previous
experiences of abuse) and low selfesteem.
A 2003 survey by the US-based
National Center on Addiction and
Substance Abuse found that experiences
of physical or sexual abuse made girls at
least twice as likely to smoke, drink or
use drugs as those who weren’t abused,
and girls who have suffered sexual
violence are three-and-a-half times
more likely to regularly use sedatives,
tranquillisers, painkillers and opiates.
And crucially, these risk factors are
gendered. Here in the UK, Elizabeth
Fuller’s 2007 survey for the NHS
Information Centre found that girls
were more likely than boys to have
obtained drugs from older friends or
their boyfriend or girlfriend, and that
girls were almost twice as likely as boys
to report that they took drugs on both
the first occasion and the most recent
occasion to “forget my problems.” For
young women with experiences of abuse
– and indeed, adult women – substance
use can become a strategy for coping
with the effects of trauma.
Jill Collier, Streetreach’s Senior
Drugs Worker, says that the girls who
access the drop-in centre, who are
around 14 and 15 years old, are using
alcohol problematically, specifically
binge drinking, rather than using other
drugs. Collier’s observations do seem
to be supported by the statistics: young
women are now, according to Alcohol
Concern, more likely to be admitted to
hospital for alcohol-specific conditions
than young men.
While she supports girls as young
as 12 with alcohol use, Collier also
supports adult women. She is well
placed to understand the progression,
from problematic alcohol use and being
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at risk of sexual exploitation at a young
teenager, to an adult woman funding
a heroin habit through involvement
in street-based prostitution. Collier
tells me that most of the adult women
she supports used alcohol and were
sexually exploited as young teenagers.
Marilyn Haughton of Streetreach adds
that of seven adult women involved in
street-based prostitution murdered in
Doncaster, three were being exploited in
prostitution when they were under 16.
If low socio-economic status,
traumatic life events and low self-esteem
are shared risk factors for both sexual
exploitation and substance misuse, it’s
perhaps no surprise that looked-after
young women are consistently shown
to be particularly vulnerable. In her
research with adult women who had
been looked-after and were selling sex
since before they were 16, Maddy Coy
of London Metropolitan University’s
Child & Woman Abuse Studies Unit
found that specifically, it was frequent
care placements that most impacted
on young women’s development of
their self-identity. She suggests that
it is this damage to self-identity that
makes young women vulnerable to
the coercive pressures of predatory
pimps, economic desperation and peer
networks. This is an idea that also holds
the answer about how we can best work
with young women experiencing, or at
risk of, substance misuse and sexual
exploitation.
If disrupted self-identity – whether
due to frequent care placements,
experiences of sexual violence or
other trauma – makes young women
vulnerable to sexual exploitation and
substance misuse, then as practitioners
we need to find ways of working that
recognises and increases spaces for
these young people’s agency.
Camille Warrington coordinates the
National Working Group for Sexually
Exploited Children & Young People, and
she acknowledges that responding to
young people’s victimisation while also
supporting their sense of agency can be
a real challenge for practitioners. She
writes: “Negotiating these two seemingly
contradictory positions requires an
ability to respect young people’s own
narratives while simultaneously feeling
able to question and challenge them.”
Yet, as practitioners, when we deny
these young women opportunities to
be involved in decision-making about
their lives, we risk replicating the
controlling behaviours of those who

exploit them. Professor Jenny Pearce
at the University of Bedfordshire
notes that when young women reject
support services, this may actually
be a way in which they are seeking
to regain control over their own lives.
Our challenge is to understand and
communicate to young women the
overlapping risks we know they face
in relation to substance misuse and
sexual exploitation, whilst also finding
ways to increase opportunities for
them to participate in and mould the
services they receive from us.
When asked about significant
relationships in their life, adult
women involved in street-based
prostitution often name their key
worker in a substance misuse service.
This speaks volumes of the potential
power of the therapeutic relationship.
It also tells us that when we are
working with young women with
disrupted self-identities and at risk
of sexual exploitation, we need to
be aware of just how significant our
contact with them may be. Engaging
creatively with a truly participatory
approach increases the likelihood
that young women will stay involved
with our services. If young women
are vulnerable when they want to feel
“loved” and “useful”, as Haughton
suggests, our services must be places
that young women feel valued,
respected, and able to exercise control
over their own lives.
Against Violence and Abuse’s
Stella Project has worked on the
overlapping issues of domestic
violence and substance misuse since
2003. In December, we launched our
new Young Women’s Initiative, a
three-year research and development
project in partnership with Middlesex
University. The work will be conducted
in two London boroughs and the
findings of the research will provide,
for the first time, insight into the
prevalence of substance misuse
and domestic and sexual violence
experienced by young women
accessing services in London, young
women’s help seeking, and the ability
of our current services to meet their
needs.

n Shannon Harvey is the Stella
Project London Coordinator at Against
Violence and Abuse (AVA). More
information about the Young Women’s
Initiative is available at www.
avaproject.org.uk.

My life as a sex slave
Emma Jackson
At the age of 13 I was groomed and
sexually exploited by a gang of men
operating around the UK. When the
grooming first started they would
give me vodka and cannabis, which
at 13 I knew was wrong but found it
exciting and something that gave me
a buzz. As the grooming went on, I
found out that the alcohol and drugs
they had given me were no longer
free and it was pay back time. They
used to tell me I had to pay them
back and to do so I would have to
sleep with his friend or cousin.

In a strange way,
alcohol and drugs were
my comfort, they took
me to a better place,
a place where nothing
mattered anymore.
Alcohol and drugs were also fed
to me when they would rape or
sexually assault me, usually to
make it easier for them to do
whatever they wanted to do to me
because I wouldn’t be able to put up
a fight.
When I was at my lowest point
and being abused daily, I would use
drugs and alcohol to escape from
my nightmare. The more I was out
of it the better. In a strange way,
alcohol and drugs were my comfort,
they took me to a better place,
a place where nothing mattered
anymore. It also made it easier for
me to deal with my abuse, as at that
time it blocked most of it out.
When I look back I realise alcohol
and drugs were just numbing
the pain for a few hours and also
fuelling my depression. I was
pressing the self-destruct button
because I felt like I had nothing else
in life.
n Emma Jackson is the author of
The End of My World: the shocking
true story of a young girl forced to
become a sex slave, published by
Ebury Press.
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UK DRUG PRODUCTION

The acid house
In the first of a two part look at Britain as a producer of illegal
drugs, Peter Simonson revisits the 1970s, when a remote Welsh
mansion was home to the world’s biggest LSD factory.

If you were to ask the man on the proverbial Clapham omnibus
where the majority of the world’s illegal drugs were supplied
from, he’d probably mention the coca covered mountains of
Colombia or the opium poppy fields of Afghanistan. If he were
a little more knowledgeable, he might mention the fact the
majority of herbal cannabis smoked in Britain is grown within
its borders in suburban houses, warehouses and industrial
estates – nearly 7,000 of which were closed last year. But our
role as a mass producer of illegal drugs is not just a recent
trend. During the late Seventies, Britain was the world’s largest
producer of LSD.
Before LSD was made illegal in 1966, the nascent devotees of
its psychedelic properties obtained their supply legally through
its originator, Sandoz Chemical in Switzerland. Post-ban, LSD
was obtained from illegal labs outside Britain, most famously
from clandestine chemist Oswald Augustus Owsley III in
California.
However, there were some small LSD labs operating within
UK borders. In 1968 an Islington pharmacist, Victor Kapur, was
jailed for nine years after producing 19 grams of LSD (enough
for 95,000 doses) in two labs. One lab was in his garage and
another in the back room of his chemist shop on the New
North Road. A year later Peter Simmons and Quentin Theobald
were jailed for five and seven years respectively after police
busted two clandestine labs, one on a caravan site in the East
End and another at Theobald’s home in Hythe, Kent. But the
urban LSD labs soon disappeared, partly because the LSD scene
itself – which centred around squatted hippy communes in
the London districts of Notting Hill and Camden – was being
constantly targeted by police.
From the late Sixties groups of hippies in Britain and
America started setting up alternative communities away from
the big cities, in rural idylls, where they could live without
being routinely harassed by the ‘The Man’. In the US, this
counter-culture exodus away from urban centres led to an
exodus to far flung states such as New Mexico, were they were
relatively free to live alternative lifestyles and consume and
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produce drugs – as the police force was scattered over
an immense area. In the UK, they left the squatted
communes of London for the verdant fields of Wales.
Like their New Mexican brethren, hippies and counter
cultural types could set up their utopian communities
of free love, self sufficiency and, of course, the
consumption of psychoactive drugs, without too much
fear of being troubled by the local constabulary.

THEY PURCHASED A CRUMBLING
MANSION IN THE CAMBRIAN
MOUNTAINS NEAR CARNO,
CALLED PLAS LLYSN, WITH THE
AIM OF MAKING LSD THERE
This was augmented by the burgeoning appeal of the free
music festival scene in Wales, including the Elan Valley Free
festival in Rhyader, the mushroom festival at Pontrhydygroes
and the legendary Meigan Fayres in the Preselli mountains.
The remoteness of parts of the Welsh countryside suited these
festivals, while the locals were accommodating and happy
to rent out their fields to the nomadic hippies. Local Welsh
markets, stores and pubs mostly welcomed the increased trade.
Of course the main drugs consumed at such festivals were
cannabis, magic mushrooms and LSD. In the late Sixties the
area was visited by luminaries who felt a certain anonymity
there, such as Eric Clapton, Jimi Hendrix and Keith Richards.
According to Lyn Ebenezer, a local reporter at the time, Bob
Dylan also visited under the assumed name, Jerry. A farm
worker in the area later saw the cover of Nashville Skyline and
stated: “Damn, I didn’t know Jerry had made a record.” This
fertile and somewhat remote environment was the ideal place
to set up a clandestine lab. Enter chemist Richard Kemp.

In the late Sixties Kemp had been working with David
Solomon in Cambridge in an attempt to produce synthetic
THC, the active ingredient in cannabis. Solomon had edited a
book in 1964, LSD: The Consciousness Expanding Drug and had
been a regular at Millbrook, where Timothy Leary conducted
group therapy with LSD. Kemp travelled initially to France
with Solomon with the intention of producing THC, but soon
tried his hand producing LSD. With the financial help of an
American friend of Solomon’s, Paul Arnabaldi, they purchased
a crumbling mansion in the Cambrian Mountains near Carno,
called Plas Llysn, with the aim of making LSD there.
Although LSD was illegal, the possession of its precursor
chemicals, such as ergotoxine tartrate, was not against the law.
This helped Kemp and his friend, Andy Munro, another chemist
with an interest in making LSD. They were able too buy most
of the precursor chemicals, through front companies, from

Czechoslovakia. Then the production line began to roll.
Prior to Kemp and Munro’s LSD factory, illicit acid had been
mainly available in liquid form dropped onto sugar cubes,
on blotting paper and as capsules. Kemp’s premier skills as a
chemist came to the fore in perfecting a smaller, more easily
transportable form of LSD, which was to become known as the
microdot. Their invention, which became a form of ‘brand’,
would prove a global hit, with the lab producing hundreds of
thousands of LSD microdots a year ending up as far afield as
Canada and Australia.
LSD had become a drug not just associated with hippies. As
Andy Roberts notes in Albion Dreaming, in the Sixties certain
drugs were associated with certain discrete subcultures. But
from the early Seventies onwards, this delineation breaks
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AFTER JULIE: UK synthetic drug factories since Kemp and Munro’s lab
But what of illicit production of drugs in the UK post
Operation Julie? While Julie was a landmark case
due to its international scale and its links with the
counter culture of the day, the arrests clearly did not
stop budding chemists from attempting to produce
illicit substances
The rise of Acid House and outdoor raves from 1987,
which in many ways mirrored the free festivals
of the 70’s and probably exceeded them in terms
of numbers attending the events, provided the
opportunity for budding chemists with a taste for
psychoactive substances and an un-taxable income.
In the US, two books by Dr Alexander Shulgin and
Ann Shulgin, “PiHKAL: A Chemical Love Story” (1991)
and TiHKAL: The Continuation” (1997), provided
the chemical formulas for a range of psychedelics,
empathogens, amphetamines, and tryptamines.
1993
Paul Halfpenny, a research chemist with Parke Davis, the
pharmaceutical arm of multinational Warner Lambert,
was arrested with 2kg of amphetamine sulphate near
Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire. Halfpenny, along with fellow
Parke Davis chemist, Dr Reginald Richardson, appeared
to have been producing amphetamine and attempting
to produce MDMA at Parke Davis’ Addenbrooke labs. Dr
Richardson was eventually cleared of all charges, while
Halfpenny was found guilty of possession, production of
controlled drugs and conspiracy to produce MDMA.
1998
Operation Pirate, one of the largest police operations against
UK clandestine chemists, saw amphetamine sulphate
labs being dismantled in Merseyside, Cheshire, Cumbria
and Greater Manchester. An 18-man organisation led by
Frederick Cook were arrested and charged. Police discovered
a clandestine lab in a remote cottage in Cumbria with
enough precursor chemicals to enable the gang to produce
£18 million worth of speed at street value. A further raid
at a furniture warehouse in Widnes, appropriately named
‘Aladdin’s Cave’, netted a further batch of chemicals which
could have produced £4 million worth of amphetamine. Along
with the other raids the total value of drugs was estimated by
the police to be worth in the region of £36 million.
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2004
The first detected case of LSD production post Operation
Julie was discovered in a house in Ovingdean, near Brighton.
Casey Hardison, an expat American and self-styled medical
anthropologist was raided after a tip-off from US Customs,
who had seized a package containing £4K worth of MDMA
that Hardison had posted to America. During the raid,
police in chemical protection gear dismantled the lab and
discovered 145,000 blotter tabs of LSD, quantities of the
psychedelic disassociatives DMT and 2CB and evidence that
Hardison had bought £38K worth of precursor chemicals
used to produce psychedelics. He was charged with
producing LSD, DMT and 2CB, intent to supply LSD and
trafficking. At his trial in 2005, Hardison, much like Kemp
back in ’78, pleaded that he was motivated not by profit,
but by the spiritual “journey” to produce LSD. Prosecutors
argued that he had moved to the UK to produce LSD to
avoid heat from US police. Hardison was found guilty and
sentenced to 20 years and is currently campaigning against
the sentence through the Drug Equality Alliance.
2005
Peter Sanders had turned his legitimate chemical company,
Sanchem, into an after hours amphetamine lab with the
help of his top chemist Ian Kilner. Through Sanchem they
were able to procure the chemicals to produce Benzyl Methyl
Ketone (BMK) a precursor in the production of amphetamine
sulphate. They produced the BMK at a remote farmhouse
near Southport and transported it back to a portakabin on
the Sanchem site to convert into amphetamine. When the
police raided Sanchem they found enough precursors to
produce £4.2 million worth of amphetamine paste. Arrested
alongside Sanders and Kilner were Steve Dalton (found with
£1.5 million of amphetamine paste in his wardrobe), Anthony
Bodell, and the alleged ringleader, Leonard Briscoe Stubbs.
Bodell and Stubbs were jailed for five and a half years each,
Dalton for four years and Kilner and Sanders got three years
each. Interestingly, Stubbs had previously received two years
after being arrested during Operation Pirate (see 1998).
2006
The first case against UK manufacturers of
methamphetamine appeared before the courts. Timothy
Morgan, David Walker and Stefan Thomas had attempted
to set up a bogus chemical supply company in order to buy
ephedrine, used in the production of methamphetamine.
When this failed they resorted to the US method of buying
up cough medicines from which they extracted the drug. The
police investigation estimated that the gang had the potential
to produce £1.5 million of methamphetamine per year.

down. Even punks who positioned themselves as opposed to
everything hippies stood for, took LSD.
The growth of LSD use inevitably came to the attention of
British police, who had worked out that an LSD factory was
based in the UK. While Kemp and Munro’s lab was in full
production mode, under the watchful eye of Detective Inspector
Dick Lee, a police task force began to gather intelligence
at commercial concerts and free festivals, using a team of
undercover officers with outgrown hair and hippy clothing.
The evidence coming back to DI Lee was irrefutable: LSD was
everywhere. And all roads seemed to lead to a ‘Richard Kemp’
in Wales.

TO THIS DAY, THERE ARE STILL
RECURRING, HOLY GRAIL-LIKE
TALES OF ‘JULIE’ MICRODOTS BEING
UNCOVERED, SUCH WAS THE QUALITY
OF KEMP’S CHEMISTRY
The international dimension to the case only dawned on DI Lee
when he visited the Home Office laboratories in Aldermaston
during the early Seventies. He was told that 95 per cent of the
LSD being seized in the UK and 50 per cent worldwide was in
microdot form – the mark of Kemp and Munro’s production
line. Lee had further intelligence that the wholesale price
of LSD was substantially cheaper within the Welsh borders
than elsewhere in the UK. By 1976 Lee had joined up the
links between Wales and the global supply of LSD and the
organisation encompassing Richard Kemp, Andy Munro,
Christine Bott (Kemp’s partner), Henry Todd, David Solomon
and a cast of others.
On a very small budget, DI Lee set up a surveillance team
to gather evidence on the goings on at Plas Llysn. Officers
disguised as coal mining surveyors and itinerant fishermen
were, within the confines of the Welsh countryside, trying
to bring down a worldwide drug production ring which was
using pubs in rural Welsh towns and villages such as Tregaron,
Cwmann and Ffarmers to exchange massive supplies of LSD.
On March 26 1977, ‘Operation Julie’, named after a female
officer who had been working on the case, sprung into action.
Over 800 officers raided 83 locations across England and Wales.
Police discovered 600,000 microdots buried in a field near
Reading and 120 grams of LSD crystals – enough to produce 1.2
million microdots – beneath a compost heap near Christine
Botts’ potato patch. A further 50,000 microdots were found
under a stone in a field near Plas Llysyn and 100,000 microdots
in a Winalot dog biscuit box buried in another local field.
A raid on the organisation’s London HQ netted enough LSD
crystal to make a further 2.5 million microdots. In a safety
deposit box in Christine Bott’s name in Zurich police discovered
cash, a gold bar and 2kg of ergotamine tartrate. Later, after
a police tip-off in October, a further 1.3kg of LSD crystal was
discovered, buried beneath Kemp and Botts kitchen.
At the trial in 1978, Mr Justice Parks sentenced 17 defendants
to a total of 124 years. Kemp got 13, Todd, 13, Solomon, 11,
Munro, 10 and harshest of all, Christine Bott received nine

years.
Bott had not been
actively involved in the production
or distribution of the LSD and as the secondary
chemist, Andy Munro said: “Bott got nine years for making
sandwiches. I got 10 for making acid.”
Kemp had originally written an 8,000 word defence
statement, but was advised by his lawyers against using it. It
was released at the time to a journalist at the Cambrian News
who précised it under the headline ‘Microdoctrine – the tenets
behind Kemp’s LSD’. The gist of Kemp’s defence was that LSD
was a catalyst for social change, the motive was the ideal not
the money.
Even after the court case, the gang’s hoard of LSD was being
unearthed. A cache of one million microdots was discovered
buried in a wood in Bedfordshire in September 1979. It took the
total value of the six million LSD tabs seized during Operation
Julie to £100 million. To this day, there are still recurring, Holy
Grail-like tales of ‘Julie’ microdots being uncovered, such was
the quality of Kemp’s chemistry.
The use of LSD has, since the Seventies, rapidly declined.
Its use had a strong following within the anarcho-punk scene
and the travelling hippy communities. The mixing of these two
scenes saw the emergence of the ‘new age traveller’ movement,
which coincided with the rise of the rave scene.
The last British Crime Survey puts last year LSD use
amongst 16-59 year olds at 0.2 per cent of the population.
Those seeking spiritual enlightenment or psychedelic pranks
still have other avenues to choose. As Mark E Smith of The Fall
sang in 1979 a year after the Operation Julie, “I don’t need the
acid factories, I’ve got mushrooms in the field,” while others
buy substances such as San Pedro cactus and Salvia Divinorum,
plus an array of ‘research chemicals’ available online and
produced in the Far East.
Many of the outlaw British chemists of the 21st Century
seem more motivated by the quest for financial rather than
spiritual gain. But although illegal use of LSD is ever declining,
after some 50 years in the cupboard, it’s now enjoying a
psychotherapeutical renaissance. The Multidisciplinary
Association for Psychedelic Studies (MAPS) highlights research
in Switzerland which uses LSD to reduce anxiety for people
with terminal illnesses, while the Beckley Foundation is looking
at the use of LSD in brain imaging research. Albert Hoffman’s
‘problem child’ appears to be having a rebirth.

n Peter Simonson is a research intern at the
UK Drug Policy Commission
Next issue: Britain’s cannabis factories
Operation Julie: The World’s Greatest LSD Bust,
by Lyn Ebenezer, is published by Y Lolfa (2010)
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PARTY POLITICS
Maryon Stewart could
never have foreseen she
would become embroiled
in the future of British drug
policy. And neither would
she have chosen it. One
Sunday lunchtime, in April
2009, she received a knock
on the door. A police officer
told her that her 21-yearold daughter, Hester, had
died after taking the liquid
solvent drug GBL.
She was devastated. Her initial shock
on finding out GBL was legal soon
turned to outrage when she found the
government’s drug advisers (ACMD) had
already recommended it to be controlled.
For reasons of bureaucratic inertia the
advice had not been acted upon. This
spurred her on to demand changes in
the way dangerous drugs are dealt with
by ministers and officials.
In her quest for some answers,
Maryon, a former magistrate and a
respected expert in alternative medicine,
found herself drawn into the unfamiliar
and at times anachronistic world
of Whitehall, where she challenged
ministers and officials demanding and
gaining changes in the law and available
information on drugs.
Between meetings with Alan Johnson
(Home Secretary prior to the 2010
general election), James Brokenshire
(current Drugs Minister), Ann Milton
(Health Minister) and senior officials
she established the Angelus Foundation,
set up in memory of Hester, to prevent
harms and reduce the risk from so-called
‘legal highs’.
The Foundation’s advisory board aims
to deliver a new laboratory service on
new synthetic drugs, a rapid response
team profiling patterns of use and
effects, schools education, family therapy
for high risk groups and education
videos for social media. The focus on
education will target experimenters,
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taken something she knew was toxic –
particularly alongside alcohol. My first
reaction was I wanted to hold the Home
Secretary (Jacqui Smith) to account for
failing to act on the ACMD advice in. If
Hester had known its harms, she would
still be alive.

Tragedy: Mother, Maryon Stewart, has
campaigned for change in drug policy since
the death of her daughter
preventing them from becoming the
problematic users of the future.
Maryon is still contending with
officialdom, which she says does not
always share her impatience for urgent
change. Despite some positive results,
she feels there is still a major disconnect
between the knowledge of those in
authority and the reality for young
people.

Before you became involved, what
was your impression of the world
of drugs?
MS: It could be best summarised
as blissfully unaware. I had four
children and we had frank and honest
conversations about drug use. Some had
tried a few things, like smoked dope, but
none were regular drug users. It was so
long ago that I helped with drug addicts
– I only remembered it when we were
talking. When I was in my early 20s I did
spend a short time helping out at rehab
centre. I got involved because I met
someone who worked there.

What spurred you to focus your
campaign on politicians?
MS: I was shocked to find other
countries, like the US, had banned it
and had poster campaigns in nightclubs
spelling out the dangers such as, ‘GBL
+ Alcohol = Death’. My daughter was
studying molecular medicine at Sussex
University, well on her way to a First,
she was an athlete training three times
a week. There is no way she would have

You managed to secure a meeting
with the Home Secretary Alan
Johnson personally. What was your
first encounter with the minister
and officials like?
MS: Alan Johnson met me a few times.
I just remember there being loads of
people round the table. I told him he
could lay a Statutory Instrument (SI) and
ban it in 72 hours. But I was incredibly
disappointed as it was obvious he
wasn’t taking the ban forward at all.
Alan Johnson said he couldn’t lay the
SI because GBL had legitimate uses and
the chemical industry could sue him.
I found it outrageous he could put the
prospect of being sued above the wellbeing of young people. They did spend
£200k on an advertising campaign during
University Fresher’s week. But I gave up
a bit – it was like trying to push sand up
a hill. I felt they were only doing things
because if they didn’t, there would be
eight TV cameras outside the Home
Office.

But you didn’t leave it there. So
what changed?
MS: I started working with the shadow
cabinet. I was introduced to James
Brokenshire and during several meetings
came to realise it was a much bigger
problem than a few certain substances
and was a problem across several
government departments. He got
me meetings with officials in Health,
Educational and Work and Pensions.
By that time I realised every time
you simply ‘ban’ a new drug there’s
something else ready to come onto the
market. As soon as GBL became illegal
(December 2009) suddenly people were
all taking mephedrone. So just banning
something is a total waste of time. I
did some work with a researcher from
Sky News who went undercover into
a laboratory in China and found 400

substances coming from there alone.
I thought, hang on a minute, how is
dealing with the substances one-by-one
going to work? It isn’t.

You had some quick impact by
getting Talk to Frank changed to
include legal highs.
MS: Yes, thanks to my daughter Phoebe
who also got Google to take down all the
sites advertising GBL. At the time Hester
died Pheobe told me the Talk to Frank
website did not include information on
GBL and other legal highs. When I asked
them why, they said GBL did not fit into
their remit as it was legal. I think that
captures what we are trying to change.
We are trying to establish a broader,
more joined-up approach.

By then you had started to gather a
group of experts to help you. How
did that come about?
MS: I first met John Ramsey
(Toxicologist and Director of the Tic Tac
Communications drugs database at St
George’s Medical School in London).
Discussions led from one thing to
another and within three months I had
the makings of a respectable group of
advisers. The Angelus advisory board is
made up of world class experts who until
now have been working in isolation.
Through me they have been given a
voice to government. I mean, what is the
point of being an expert if it isn’t going
to be used for the public good to protect
young people?

Did your background as an expert
in alternative medicine help you?
MS: I have looked at the problem with
drugs in terms of nutrition and wellness.
A lot of the problems of drug taking
stem from family breakdown and peer
pressure. Also, being called ‘legal highs’
doesn’t help. Young people think legal
means safe when it can mean paint
stripper, plant food or a cocktail of Class
B drugs mixed with chemicals. Parents
have no idea, neither do educators, nor
even the legislators.

What is your impression of how
politicians see the ‘legal highs’
issue?
MS: I think they are embracing the
situation as best they can, given the
inadequate information they have so
far. They are clearly constrained by a
lack of budget, which is likely to affect
how much they can physically do. I

am hoping that they will endorse our
projects and give us some initial funding
so that we can then appeal to the private
sector for the rest of the funds required
in order to take each project forward.

So what inspires you to keep at it?
MS: That shadowy chemists are
tweaking the structure of drugs and
making a fortune out of it. This is
criminal behaviour and someone has got
to take them on. I lost my daughter and
I will do all I can to prevent it happening
to somebody else. I feel like Hester and I
are working together on this. People may
call me kooky but that’s how I feel about
it. Doing something positive where there
is such a need helps me cope with the
loss of her.

How is Angelus going to make a
difference?
MS: The government now sees us as
a ‘critical challenging friend’. Together
we are looking at solutions, mainly
in raising awareness of the risks and
potential harms. We want to establish
a Centre of Excellence in the testing of
the substances which are being taken;
we want to help families have honest
conversations so young people can make
better decisions.
I think ministers are listening to the
message that investing in awareness
now saves money in the long term. In
the current economic climate we want
to show preventing major harms is
more efficient. For example, savings on
ambulance call outs and emergency
beds outs for drug and alcohol overdoses
could save millions. It costs £250 per
ambulance call out, £500 for a night
in hospital and £3,000-4,000 for an
intensive care bed per night. There are
many on benefits who could be working
because drugs took away their potential.

Should drug policy be linked with
alcohol?
MS: Yes. I know a lot about how alcohol
impairs people’s decision-making,
and we know young people tend to try
drugs after they have had a few drinks.
So increasing accessibility through
extended licensing has been a disaster.

There is a strong message of harm
reduction running through the
Foundation’s work.
MS: Yes. We are not so naïve to think
we’re going to stop young people taking
drugs, but they need to know how the

Hester Stewart:
died after taking
GBL at a party

drug may effect their health: wreck their
bladder, cause psychosis, make them
depressed, give them a nosebleed or put
them in a coffin. All young people have
a right to know the harms before they
snort or swallow.

Your focus has been on ‘legal
highs’, but what are your thoughts
on how the government enforce the
law on more traditional drugs like
cannabis, ecstasy and cocaine?
MS: I was a magistrate for four years.
My personal view is I don’t see the
point of deploying resources on the
law on possession of a drug and giving
young people a criminal conviction.
The government seem very constrained
by rules and regulations. They are
bringing the temporary ban on emerging
substances, but that is going to take a
whole year to implement. There must a
quicker way and I’m not convinced it is
the solution.

What are the next steps for
Angelus’s work?
MS: The website is up and running
www.angelusfoundation.com and
we are now seeking investment from
government, charities, NGOs, trusts,
philanthropists and National Lottery.
We are urgently seeking funding for the
education programme, to raise young
people’s awareness, because at the end
of the day, that is what will make the
difference.

n Jeremy Sare is a freelance journalist
and former secretary to the Advisory
Council on the Misuse of Drugs and
head of drug legislation at the Home
Office.
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HOMELESSNESS

REALITY
TV
Outreach worker
Liz Blackender
on how the offer
of a pair of new
trainers and a
flash TV eventually
persuaded Martin,
a long-term heroin
and alcohol user, to
relinquish his life on
the streets and get
off drugs.
By day the City of London teems with
bankers and brokers, but by night, its
doorways and crevices become home to
one of London’s highest concentration
of long-term rough sleepers. As the
homeless come under increased
pressure to vacate the streets in the
run up to the 2012 London Olympics,
homelessness charity Broadway came up
with a brave and novel approach: instead
of spending money on the homeless,
just give it to them in the form of a
personalised budget.
A list of the most entrenched City of
London rough sleepers was drawn up to
offer personal budgets to help them off
the streets and stay in accommodation.
Martin, a problematic heroin user and
drinker, was one of these clients. The
outreach team had worked hard to get
him into accommodation for years,
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without success. Due to his chaotic
lifestyle he had not kept appointments
or interviews and remained on the
streets.
When the pilot started it was
questionable whether or not this hard to
reach group of rough sleepers would take
up the offer. Unlike other individuals
who needed time to think about it when
they were first offered a personalised
budget, Martin immediately accepted the
offer and agreed to meet up again within
a week to get an action plan together. At
the same time he re-engaged with the
outreach team and was willing to attend
an interview for hostel accommodation.
Before receiving his personalised budget,
Martin was required to maintain his
benefit claim, engage with substance use
services, keep all his appointments and
to improve his appearance by wearing
new clothes and shoes.
Four weeks after accepting a personal
budget Martin moved into a 10-bed
hostel specialising in alcohol and drug
misuse support. The coordinator took
Martin out shopping and purchased
some clothing, a pair of trainers and a
TV for his room. Later in the day a hostel
worker called us to report that Martin
had returned to the hostel minus the
trainers and TV. He was heard ‘bragging’
to other residents how easy it had been
to get the items and then exchange them
for £400 of drugs.
We met again with Martin and
discussed the situation and told him
he would need to stabilise his drug use
before proceeding further with the action
plan. He went through a period of several
months where he was not engaging
either with the coordinator, his hostel
key-worker or substance use services. He
was not paying his service charges in the
hostel and was in serious arrears, which
he expected to be paid off for him from
the funds in his personal budget. He was

told he was not keeping to his part of the
action plan, that this was not acceptable
and that he needed to take responsibility
for himself.
Now, nearly a year and a half down
the line, Martin has been living in the
hostel for 16 months, he has been
regularly paying his service charges
and reducing his arrears. For the last
seven months he has been the hostel’s
resident representative and has been
on a methadone script. He is now
stable and has reduced his drinking
considerably. His self-care has improved
and he has replaced the TV originally
bought for him. He is now re-engaging
in his personal budget action plan and
planning for the future.
Did a personal budget work for
Martin? I believe it did. He had not
engaged with the outreach team
meaningfully for nearly four years
and was still sleeping out and begging
to maintain his drug use. Within four
weeks of accepting a personal budget,
Martin had moved into a hostel. Despite
a hiccup at the beginning with the sale
of the TV, and a period of instability,
he is now back on track. His personal
budget, initially used to buy a pair of
trainers and a TV, was the carrot that
motivated him to engage. He admitted
much later that when he was originally
offered the budget all he thought was of
buying “loads more drugs”. After, clear
boundaries were set regarding keeping to
the action plan and taking responsibility
for agreed tasks.

n Liz Blackender is an outreach worker
at Broadway
An evaluation of Broadway’s pilot
scheme can been viewed here: http://
www.jrf.org.uk/publications/supportrough-sleepers-london
http://www.broadwaylondon.org/Home

Behind Britain’s
drug strategy
Reviews

DRUG POLICY AND
THE PUBLIC GOOD
Thomas Babor (and
others)
Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 2010
338 pages, £29.95
ISBN: 9780199557127

Drug Policy and the Public Good is a major new title
which presents the evidence base on which current
drugs policy is built. In addition, it proposes policy
options for the future.
It can be seen as a companion volume to Babor’s
influential 2003 book Alcohol: No ordinary commodity
– and in structure and purpose it follows the
same general format. Like the earlier
alcohol volume, the book is authored
by a collaborative group of respected
researchers and policy specialists,
including Thomas Babor, Robin Room,
Griffith Edwards, David Foxcroft and John
Strang.
The intended readership is wideranging, including all interested in drugs,
public health, criminology, research
specialists, as well as those involved in
treatment and policy making. I suspect,
though, that whilst the volume will
provide an informative general overview
for the career scientist, it will be of
most benefit to those directly involved
in policy making, or at least those
seeking a broad understanding of the
myriad of drug policy options. While the
information presented in the book is nothing new
– evidence reviews on each policy topic are widely
available – this is a very successful synthesis and
discussion of the data, provided in an inclusive and
comprehensive manner.
It starts off with some useful context, such
as: why do people decide to take drugs? What is
the structure and function of drug use? Why is it
that only some users, and some non-users, suffer
(disproportionately) from the adverse effects of
some types of use? Broader questions are also
posed: why do drug laws and particular policy
approaches even exist? Is drug policy put in place
to protect the user, or society in general? Do
such groups even need protecting? What are the
unintended consequences of policy approaches
such as law enforcement and linking treatment
uptake to benefit entitlement? This is where the
authors’ notion of public good comes in. Rather than
the lofty view of the Victorian philanthropist, who
seeks to help those groups who are perceived to be
unable or unwilling to change their own behavior,
the authors define this as an extension of a public
health approach.
Ten “scientifically grounded” conclusions are
presented in the closing pages, each supported by
evidence summarised in the preceding chapters.
Readers are encouraged to think about these as a
“package”, and advised that no single approach

is likely to be effective or useful. It is beyond the
scope of the book to further elaborate on how new
policies might be introduced, particularly those that

THIS IS A VERY SUCCESSFUL
SYNTHESIS AND DISCUSSION
OF THE DATA PROVIDED IN
AN INCLUSIVE AND
COMPREHENSIVE MANNER
might be counter to international law and national
spending agreements.
The book suggests that policies to improve
health literacy, reduce inequalities and improve
educational engagement are likely to be more
effective in reducing drug-related harm than
targeted drug education. This well-considered
approach, unfortunately, has resource and delivery
implications that mean that it is unlikely to be
introduced in the UK. In terms of drug production,
crop eradication approaches are seen to be
ineffective, and the authors make the important
point that beyond a particular level of involvement
and severity, criminal justice approaches yield little
additional benefit.
In the UK we are currently debating the role of
science in drug policy and whether drug laws in
particular should be based on a notion of drugrelated harm, notably with respect to the Misuse
of Drugs Act. In this regard this book is invaluable.
However, as the authors argue, we do not live in a
technocracy, and in our society the purpose and
outcomes of our drugs policy should no more be
exclusively decided by scientists and scientific
evidence as by the tabloid editor or the community
leader.
This has been clearly demonstrated in political
and apparent public antipathy towards alcohol
minimum pricing, an approach to reducing harm
which has a strong evidence base. Those readers
interested in advocating alternative drug policies
will find this book an extremely useful tool, but
those looking for easy answers to the future of
drug policy are likely to be disappointed. I suspect
that much of the evidence presented is already
well known to many senior policy makers. Why
ineffective policies and approaches are still pursued
despite lack of evidence of effectiveness is worthy of
another volume in itself.

n Harry Sumnall, Liverpool John Moores University
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Double vision
These two books on mental health and substance use are the first
two published in what will be a series of six books on various aspects
of developing services and interventions for working with people
who experience mental health problems and use drugs/alcohol
problematically.

Reviews
A SERIES OF
BOOKS LIKE
THIS IS LONG
OVERDUE
n Derek Tobin
Combined
Psychosis and
Substance Misuse
Programme,
Birmingham and
Solihull Mental
Health NHS Trust

The one outstanding positive point in reading
the books is that the term dual diagnosis is not
used. This has helped to convey the range of
complex issues that impact on service users with
mental health problems who use drugs/alcohol
problematically. It also highlights the challenges
that face service providers in developing services
appropriate to the needs of this client group.
To the credit of the editor David Cooper, he has
managed to get contributions to the books from a
range of international clinicians which help to give
a wide range of experiences and developments in
the subject area.
Introduction to Mental Health-Substance Use aims
to give a broad introduction to the subject area
including appropriate terminology, the needs of the
patient and their journey through the system and a
focus on how training is key to developing services
and interventions in the area.
Developing Services in Mental Health-Substance
Use focuses on developing services and again
offers a range of experiences and service models.
There are key chapters in the development of
integrated treatment and community based services
which also focus on policy. There is also a focus
on evaluating community programmes, which is
key in service developments and demonstrating
effectiveness and outcomes.
The books are very well presented and learning
outcomes precede most chapters with key points

at the end. There is also a range of useful resources
within each book which will be helpful for policy
makers, clinicians, managers and students.
These two books highlight key considerations in
understanding and developing services. There are
various examples of good practice which will act as
a good reference guide to all involved in this area.
I am hopeful that these two books, as well
as the remaining four (yet to be published), will
provide a comprehensive framework which will
help in creating a more consistent approach to the
development of inclusive and integrated services
here in the UK. A series of books like this is long
overdue, highlighted by the fact that the subject
area still poses major challenges to mental health
and substance use services across the country.
These books will be a very useful resource
for commissioners as well as providers in taking
this very prevalent issue forward. I would also
recommend them to education providers to help to
develop training in mental health-substance use on
pre-registration mental health nursing courses, for
example, as although mental health-substance use
is common in all mental health and drug/alcohol
clinical areas, pre-registration courses have been
slow in developing a clear and focused curriculum
in this area.
I believe these books will be a valuable resource
and would recommend them to all with an interest
in the area of mental health-substance use.

MENTAL HEALTH-SUBSTANCE USE SERIES
(BOOKS 1 AND 2)
Book 1:
Introduction to Mental
Health-Substance Use
David B Cooper (Ed)
Radcliffe, 2010
224 pages
Paperback
ISBN-10 1846193397
ISBN-13 9781846193392
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Book 2:
Developing Services in
Mental Health-Substance
Use
David B Cooper (Ed)
Radcliffe, 2010
246 pages
Paperback
ISBN-10 1 84619 340 0
ISBN-13 9781846193408

Alternative angles

You can instantly tell this is an
academic book by its eye-achingly
dull cover – the contents however,
are really rather interesting.
Essentially this is a collection
of nine referenced essays or
qualitative research reports on the
themes of pleasure, pain and profit.
A variety of drug using scenes are explored. There
is Tom Naben’s use of participant observation on
the Dutch policing of large-scale dance events and
Patrick Karlsson’s look at alternatives to the ‘deficit
model’ of adolescent drug use, which assumes there
is something wrong with people who use drugs.
Karlsson argues that looking for the ‘pleasure factor’
gives us a better-balanced and more credible picture
of drug use.
Research tends to show cocaine users look
different in their natural habitat as opposed to
those in treatment or the criminal justice system.
Tom Decorte and Marjolein Muys report on a
ten year study of recreational cocaine users in
Belgium, which suggest that when the balance of
pleasure veers towards problems they ‘self regulate’.
Perceived positives changed little over the decade
(apart from ‘better sex’, which was rarely mentioned
after the first year) although more emphasis was
placed on the negative aspects. They suggest that
the most important thing stopping them from
becoming ‘addicts’ was that they had a “stake in
conventional life” and therefore were able to limit or
control their use.
Zsolt Demetrovics uses academic literature and
Thomas de Quincey to argue against a simplistic
explanation for ‘chronic’ opiate use. He argues
this is more about the easing of suffering and not
simply a search for ‘pleasure’ or a way of avoiding
withdrawal. In reality the ‘pains’ were often there
before the onset of use and opiates provide a sort
of pharmacological defence mechanism for users
who often have ‘dysfunctional HPA axis processes’,
which sounded convincing, although I won’t
pretend I fully understood it.
Ebsen Houborg looks at how Copenhagen
methadone clinics were ‘reframed’ into a space

Reviews

PLEASURE, PAIN
AND PROFIT.
EUROPEAN
PERSPECTIVES
ON DRUGS
Tom Decorte and Jane
Fountain (Eds.)
Pabst Science
Publishers
2010, 156 pages
20 Euros
ISBN 978-3-89967-654-9

between the drug using scene and ‘normal’ society.
They allowed people to become intoxicated with
oral methadone, rather than just medicated, which
didn’t work too well as euphoria was usually
blocked because of high tolerance. A second
experiment gave clients injectable methdone,
which they choose to inject once or twice a week.
They were in effect trying to
change their client’s situation
from one of a continual
state of withdrawal and
intoxication into one where
they had control over their
intoxication.
The benefit of allowing
clients to inject at clinic was
that injection practice could
be improved. Allowing clients
to inject methadone at the
weekend meant use moved
from the street to the home,
so that clients did not have
to be actively engaged in the
drug scene, which reduce
crime.
The author argues
that the unpopularity of
the Swiss clinic model
was that ‘the price of free
heroin was to submit to
the medical treatment of a
nurse and be subjectified
as a patient’. Although I
was less convinced about framing the analysis in
Foucault’s notion of ‘governance’ (which seemed to
overcomplicate things) and it was a shame the only
evaluation was interviews with staff, but like much
of this book, fascinating nonetheless.
A couple of the chapters seemed to be levered
into the theme (with a crowbar at times) and I
found a couple of sections a bit bland. However, as
a whole, this delivers a variety of well-referenced
essays and a pleasing variety of research methods
covering a neglected area of research and policy,
presented in an enjoyable and easy to read style.
Highly recommended. As they say ‘don’t judge a
book by its cover’.

n Michael Linnell Director of Communications,
Lifeline Project
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37 factsheet
Alcohol
Tim Morrison
Drug and alcohol
training consultant
at www.alcoholdrugs.co.uk

What is it?
Chemically, it is ethanol (C2H5OH).
It is the socially preferred intoxicant
in western societies. It has been
produced since the first people started
planting grains and establishing settled
communities.

Effects
The effects of short-term alcohol
intoxication are well known – the longterm effects less well so. As a poison, it
has the potential to damage each part of
the body it touches. Amongst the risks
are:
– brain damage;
– peripheral neuropathy (nerve damage
to the hands and feet);
– increased risks of certain cancers,
strokes and cardiovascular disease;
– issues to do with the liver including
alcohol hepatitis;
– issues to do with fertility, pregnancy
and birth defects.
Many of these issues can occur at levels
of drinking that many would consider
safe or normal.

Prevalence
In 2007, 73 per cent of men and 57 per
cent of women reported drinking an
alcoholic drink on at least one day in the
week prior to interview. 13 per cent of
men and 7 per cent of women reported
drinking on every day in the previous
week.
In 2007, 41 per cent of men drank over
4 units on at least one day in the week
prior to interview and 34 per cent of
women drank more than 3 units on
at least one day in the week prior to
interview. Twenty five per cent of men
reported drinking over 8 units and 16 per
cent of women reported drinking over
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6 units on at least one day in the week
prior to interview. (Source: Statistics on
Alcohol, England 2009 [NS] May 20, 2009
http://www.ic.nhs.uk/pubs/alcohol09)

Trends
Over the last 20 years, drinking in Britain
has increased significantly. Women
tend to be drinking about 70 per cent
and men 30 per cent more than their
predecessors. With relatively small
variations, this is across all age groups.

Units
Strength of drink is described as ABV
(alcohol by volume) expressed as
percentage points and is normally on
the label. However this doesn’t help
people gauge how much they drink,
so guidelines for sensible drinking are
described as units. One unit of alcohol is
15ml of pure ethanol and is the amount
it takes the body approximately one hour
to process.
The formula for working out a unit is
to take the volume of drink, multiply it
by the ABV and then divide the total by
1000:
• Bottle of wine 750 ml x 13 % abv
= 9,750
• Divide by 1000 = 9.75
•	A 250 ml glass will contain 1/3 of a
bottle so 3.25 units.

Government guidelines for adults
Max.
number of
units per
day

Max.
number of
units per
week

Number
of units
consumed
in a week
considered
to be
hazardous

Men

3 to 4

21

50

Women

2 to 3

14

21

37
There has been debate about these
limits but there is little disagreement in
the scientific community. The rationale
was published in the report Sensible
Drinking by the Department of Health
in December 1995. There are certain
caveats:
• as people become elderly tolerance
levels drop so it seems likely that
safe levels decrease – this is further
complicated by medication;
• there are no proven safe levels in
pregnancy;
• effects of alcohol in adolescence are
debated. Government guidelines are
now that no one under 15 should
drink ANY alcohol.

Intoxication
The symptoms of drunkenness are well
known and are caused by a complex
interaction between the person’s
physicality, environment, expectations,
tolerance level and the sheer quantity of
alcohol consumed.
The traditional idea that someone has
an alcohol problem if they get drunk
frequently is not helpful. Certainly the
person who is always or repeatedly
drunk has a problem, but many people
who drink heavily will not always appear
under the influence due to their high
tolerance levels. Indeed, that someone
can handle their drink could well be a
cause of concern.

Physical dependency
Physical dependency occurs when
a person is so used to drinking they
become physically ill without a drink.
Levels of drinking at which it may be
an issue are not strictly defined and
appear to be at approximately 80-120
units a week for a woman and around
100 -150 units a week for a man. A
useful tool for assessing physical
dependency is SADQ (the Severity of

Alcohol Dependence Questionnaire)
available online at GP notebook
(www.gpnotebook.co.uk/simplepage.
cfm?ID=x20070718165754672570). A key
diagnostic question is ‘what happens if
you cannot get a drink?’
Symptoms are diverse and potentially
life threatening. If a client experiences
discomfort when they stop drinking they
MUST drink or see a doctor urgently.
Alcohol withdrawal is a medical
emergency. There is no third option and
this can be a difficult issue for carers and
support staff, especially when waiting
lists for inpatient detox are long. At the
very least it seems counter intuitive to
give someone a drink when everyone
is desperate for them to change their
behaviour.

Detox
The normal treatment for physical
dependency is known as detoxification –
this involves reducing doses of Librium
and thiamine over a period of between
5 days and two weeks. Detox could take
place at home or in a hospital setting.
Hospital detox is appropriate when the
person has:
• little social support and is not in
an environment conducive to the
change;
• has poor physical and mental health
(in particular liver disease or certain
mental health conditions);
• has had bad experiences in previous
attempts at giving up, for example,
experience of hallucinations.

Problematic but not physically
dependent
Many people experience all sorts of
physical, social and psychological
problems to do with alcohol but are no
means physically dependent. These
problems are often unnoticed due to
their gradual build up and as the person
who is drinking heavily is not drinking
in a way that is unusual in their group,
they assume what they do is normal.
This is classically expressed as ‘if you
think I drink a lot, you should see Fred’.
Common issues include depression,
sleep disturbances and impotence.
In response to the general rise in
drinking, the last government instituted
a programme encouraging front line
workers to carry out short sessions
with clients to discuss drinking called
IBA (Identification and Brief Advice),
based around AUDIT (Alcohol Use
Disorders Identification Test). AUDIT is
the most validated tool for identifying
problem drinking and is often more
useful than traditional methods (red
nose, skin problems, probing questions).
The Alcohol Learning Centre provides
comprehensive guidance and a set of
tools.

www.alcohollearningcentre.org.uk

Detox removes the alcohol from the
system but does not deal with the
reasons it got into the system in the first
place. Unless followed on by appropriate
residential or community rehabilitation,
it will be hard for most people to stay
within their drinking goals.
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Headspace
...drugs from the left field

n by Phil Mellows

		

Bar room brawl
Alcohol is a drug. It’s obvious, but it
needs to be said. It’s a controversial
statement. The drinks industry, of course,
silently resists the definition because
it fears for its privileged legal status.
But it’s also a dangerous notion for the
government, the state. If alcohol is a drug
and it’s okay, what does that say about
nasty illicit drugs?
Include alcohol, nicotine and caffeine
and nearly all of us take drugs, which
throws into question the whole matter of
why some of these drugs should be legal,
and some shouldn’t.
This was one of the issues thrown
up by the recent study undertaken
by Professor David Nutt comparing
the harms of various legal and illegal
substances.
I thought Nutt’s research, which
sparked media headlines such as
‘Alcohol more dangerous than heroin’
seemed a bit clumsy. Alcohol only
came out as more harmful than heroin
because it is so widely used, and it’s
so widely used because it’s legal and
accepted. And, as Nutt admits, he hasn’t
even begun to assess the benefits of
drugs. He’s done a cost-cost analysis.
Hardly the basis of a rational approach.
Ironically, Nutt’s demonisation of
drink starts from a liberal critique of
drug prohibition. It’s almost as if he’s
kind of envious of alcohol’s privileges
and has an urge to drag it down off its
pedestal.
Although Nutt is an extreme case,
attacking booze is quite common
among those who share an otherwise
enlightened view of drugs. In particular
they see the drinks industry as an
unscrupulous dealer, interested only
in maximising sales, and believe it can
play no part in the formation of alcohol
policy.
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attacking booze is quite
common among those
who share an otherwise
enlightened view of drugs
True, the present government’s plan
to give drinks companies a bigger say
– to the extent, in some accounts, of
writing the policy – sounds a bad idea.
But all is not quite what it seems.
Fabian historians Sidney and Beatrice
Webb put their fingers on it in a little
book they wrote on licensing way back
in 1903. The state, they saw, is caught in
a double-bind when it comes to alcohol.
It wants to encourage industry and make
money from taxing it, but untrammelled
consumption is not an option. A
drunk workforce is a disorderly and
unproductive workforce. The state’s role
is to negotiate this contradiction and the
result, the Webbs argued, is licensing.
Not only does this analysis continue
to apply, it has become starkly evident
in the opening months of the coalition
regime. While one arm of the state is

cuddling the drinks industry, the other
is punching it in the face, in the shape
of the licensing reforms proposed in the
Police Reform and Social Responsibility
Bill.
Local authorities, the police, health
bodies and pretty much anybody with
a bee in their bonnet will have greater
powers to block and restrict licences,
potentially undermining the modest
gains of the 2003 Licensing Act.
Despite what the government
says, more flexible licensing laws are
encouraging pub and bar operators to
create relaxed environments that are
not just about selling booze. Those high
concentrations of city centre vertical
drinking establishments that caused
problems a decade ago are now better
managed and diluted by venues that are
also about food and entertainment.
Of course, 70 per cent of alcohol sales
are made through an off-trade that has
little ability, and less desire, to influence
drinking culture. But pubs are able to
set the tone for society, and they have
the motivation. As any decent publican
knows, uncontrolled boozing is not good
for business.
The harms and benefits of any drug
can never be reduced to the impact of a
chemical on an organism. The context in
which they are consumed is crucial. And
perhaps pubs have something to tell us
there.
It also means trying to keep politics
out of alcohol and drugs policy is a
mistake. The problem is not that we’ve
got politics mixed up in it. It’s that
they’re the wrong politics.

n Phil Mellows writes regularly for pub
trade weekly the Morning Advertiser and
blogs about The Politics of Drinking on
www.philmellows.com
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DrugScope’s The Essential Guide to Drugs and
Alcohol on sale now!
With half a million copies sold since its launch in 1982 and now in its 14th edition,
The Essential Guide to Drugs and Alcohol is indispensable to everyone with a professional interest in the field. With an A-Z of illicit substances including new sections on
BZP, mephedrone and naphyrone, a jargon buster of key sector terms and accessible
tables on seizure stats and prevalence, the guide pulls together vital information in an
easily digestible way. Order your copy today!

£13.45 for DrugScope members
£14.95 for non-members
Order your copy today from HIT at www.hit.org.uk, by email at stuff@hit.org.uk or
by phone on 0844 412 0972
It really is an essential resource for users, parents, teachers, scholars and those in
the drug sector generally. Excellent!
Dr Sue Pryce, University of Nottingham

